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THE ALL -IN -ONE
A Five -Tube Receiver and An ABC Supply Built
into a Regular Cabinet, with a Shield Between the

Two.

SHIELDED MELO-HEALD
This Popular Super -Heterodyne, Embodying Eleven
Tubes, is Shown with Shields That Add to Stability.

A Most Attractive Get -Up.

CURING SPEAKER RATTLES
These Nuisances Are Caused Chiefly by Sectional
Vibration and Sometimes Present a Knotty Problem

Indeed.

MOTORBOATING DEFINED
Some Persons Still Think It Isn't Oscillation, But
J. E. Anderson Explains Why the Two Are the

Same Thing Indeed.
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There's 1000 HOURS of FUN!

50c THE COPY

SAM LOYD'S
TRICKS and PUZZLES

MHERE are more than one thousand hours of truly amazing
fun and frolic-in Sam Loyd's "Tricks and Puzzles."

There is only one Sam Loyd, the Puzzle King, the incom-
parable, a true master mind, and he has crowded in this new
volume, "Tricks and Puzzles," the best work of his life -time.

In this book are thousands of puzzles of every conceivable nature,
games, tricks, conundrums. Hundreds of illustrations. Scores of real
brain -teasing puzzles stories, dozens of humorous anecdotes.

With this inexhaustible gold mine of lively entertainment at hand you
need never be at loss for an evening's party program or a rainy day's
delight.

It's a book for young and old folks alike-Riddles for the youngsters-
Brain teasers for the grown-ups.

The kind of a book every home should have in its book -rack. 116
pages, 100 or more illustrations, large size, 9 x 12 inches with beautiful
2 -color cover.

50c the Copy On All Newsstands
Or Use This Coupon

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

--
Gentlemen :-I enclose 50c for one copy of your book, "Tricks and

Puzzles."

o Name

Address

City State

Announcing the first

AMAZING STORIES "ANNUAL"
132 PAGES - - 9 x 12 INCHES

featuring

The MASTER MIND of MARS

by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
A Remarkable New Story by this fa- Also a carefully selected group of the

mous author of the "TARZAN" series. Has most important stories that have ap-
never before been published. peared in this magazine for the past year.

50c THE COPY
If your dealer cannot supply you, write direct

Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 230 Fifth Aveo, New York, N. Y.
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The All -in -One Set
Receiver and Power Supply in 7x 21" Cabinet

By Robert. Frank Goodwin and Stuart S. Bruno
Consulting Engineers

HE set we are about to describe con-
sists of two stages of radio frequency

amplification, detector, two stages of
audio and complete power supply for the
receiver. Everything is contained in a

cabinet 7 by 21 by 12 inches deep.
Glancing at the diagram you will notice

that the detector and radio frequency
stages are tuned with individual variable
condensers. The condensers must be of
a reliable make and of very solid con-
struction. Their capacity must be .00035
mfd. The coils are of the binocular type
using the Lovejoy winding.

Regeneration is very easily controlled
by inserting a 100,000 -ohm heavy duty

' variable resistance in series wjth the
battery lead going to the plates of the
RF tubes. This need not be varied on
the higher wavelengths, since you will
notice that regeneration is only present
on the lower waves. The- variable resistor
will also serve admirably well as a volume
control.

Fixed Resistor Supply Bias
There is a four -ohm fixed resistance in

each negative filament lead of the RF
tubes. These are made by the De Jur
Products Co. and are about one -inch
long. Their current carrying capacity is
one -quarter ampere. These resistances
furnish a negative bias of one volt to the
grid of each RF tube. The grid return
of each RF tube is brought to the nega-
tive end of the A battery, not negative
filament. The grid return of the detector
is brought to the positive end of the fila-
ment. This makes the detector portion
non -regenerative and allows for greater
stability. The bias of four volts to the
grid of the first audio tube is obtained
from the drop across the resistance in the
negative filament lead of this tube. The
tube in this stage is the 301A or 201A,
while in the last stage use a 371 or 171
power tithe. The filament of the power
tube is supplied by the power transformer
and the grid bias is taken from the drop
across one of the resistances in the sup-
ply unit.

While we advise against it, the fan may
use a 3201A or 201A in the last stage,
but he would have to wire the filament
of this tube in series with the filaments
of the other tubes in the circuit. And
also insert a 24 -ohm resistance in the
negative filament of this tube. This sup-
plies a bias of six volts to the grid. The
negative voltage applied to the grid of a
tube depends on the voltage being im-
pressed on the plate of the tube. If 90
volts are applied to the plate of a tube,
we find that the grid requires a negative
bias of 41/2' volts.

Multiply by Four
The correct bias required for any spe-

cified plate voltage can be determined
from established curves or is stated on
the wrapper that contains the tube. Mul-
tiplying the required grid bias voltage by
four will give you the size resistance to

THE ALL -IN -ONE consists of two distinct and separate sections, the power supply
(top) and the receiver.

be used in the filament circuit and sup-
plying the necessary grid voltage. That
is, if you require 4% -volt bias on the
grid of a tube, multiply 4j'a by 4 and you
will have 18. This means that an 18 -ohm
resistance will supply 4% volts of bias
providing the correct return is made.

The audio transformers in the circuit
must be of good make. The ratio should
be low. The primary inductance must be
quite high, for the higher the inductance
the higher the impedance will be. It is
necessary that the impedance of the pri-
mary be higher than the plate impedance
of the tube. This will insure an even
transfer of energy and will facilitate re-
production of the low notes. The dis-
tributed capacity of the windings must
be low to prevent by-passing of the
higher notes and causing distortion.

Half -and -Half
The receiver takes up half the space

in the cabinet while the power supply
takes up the other half. The power sup-
ply consists of first the power trans-
former. This has a primary winding for
110 volts AC. One secondary winding sup-
plies 380 yaks from each side of center.
Another winding supplies the power tube
filament, still another winding the ionizer
(fOur volts at five amperes.) Then there
is the rectifier tube. This is really the

heart of the power supply unit. This
tube is a full -wave rectifier and delivers
a rectified current of 300 mils at about
350 volts.

The condensers in the filter portion
were specially designed. They are manu-
factured in four metal containers. One
contains.. four buffer condensers and one
transformer grounding condenser. Two
other containers house (a) the filter
block (each 5 mfd., to go across the
chokes) and (b) one 5 mfd. and 1 .nifd.
condenser. From the last named unit
four leads are brought out, two of which
connect directly across the top unit of
the resistance, while the other two con-
nect from A minus to the common lead.

The choke coils are. made to carry 300
mils and the direct current resistance is
not to exceed 100 ohms. The inductance
value is about 6 henrys. Directly across
the output of the filter a bank of resist-
ance is used. This is tapped at different
values, the drop across each supplying
the voltage for the receiver. The receiver
is separated from the power unit by a
galvanized iron shield.

Cut Out in Back
A large portion of the back of the cab-

inet is cut out and covered with a piece
of copper screening. This is to allow for
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THE completed set and power plant in the cabinet. The control box is at right. This
should be placed under a table or at the outlet.

proper ventilation of the parts in the
supply unit. A twenty -ohm variable re-
sistance is inserted in the primary cir-
cuit power transformer. This is largely
for control of the filament current of the
tubes. The resistance is enclosed in a
separate box, called the Control Box,
and with this a 0-300 milliampere meter
is also enclosed. The meter is in series
with the filaments of the tubes. By man-
ipulating the rheostat until the current
reading on the meter is 250 mils we may
be assured of the fact that the tubes are
being operated at a normal point.

In preparing to construct the set let
us first start with the cabinet. A portion
of the back must be cut out to allow for
proper ventilation. The piece is cut in
a rectangular shape and measures 20%
inches long by 6% inches wide. For the
man who has the proper tools this is an
easy task. The necessary tools are brace
and drill with extension bit, compass saw,
files and some sandpaper. With a pencil
and rule draw a rectangle on the back
of the cabinet 20% by 6% inches. This
is to be centered. Then with the exten-
sion bit, drill a hole in each corner of the
rectangle. Take care that the circum-
ference of the circles are within the rec-
tangle.

Then with the compass saw cut out
the center. This will leave a large hole
in the back of the cabinet, each end be
ing semi -circular. The fan may leave it
so, if he wishes, or he may square the
ends with a saw and chisel. Then use a
file to smooth down the rough edges,
finally with sandpaper. Two coats of
stain may be applied to make the job
neat. The aperture is now, to be covered
with a piece of close-knit copper screen-
ing. This will keep foreign objects out
and allow for full circulation of air.

The screen is tacked on from the in-
side and is to measure 22 by 7% inches.
To look attractive this must be fastened
with care, so as not to sag. The best
way to do this is to lay the screen over
the opening and tack the bottom, con-
stantly stretching as you go along, then
tack one of the sides the same as the
bottom.

Stretch the Wire

This will leave two sides to be fastened.
The wire should be stretched on the lat-
ter two sides and temporarily held by
brad nails, half driven. Then tack be.
tween the brad nails and you will notice
that the screen is securely fastened. Re-
move brad nails and replace with tacks.

The front panel is a piece of bakelite
and measures 7 by 21 by 3-16 inches. This
may be purchased in the color to match
the cabinet. There are to be four con-
trols on the panel, one variable resistance
R4, and three variable condencers, Cl, C2,
C3. These condensers are controlled by
the illuminated control dials. One of
these dials is mounted directly in the
center of the panel and the other two
are mounted 534 inches from the center
dial.

The window openings in the front panel
are easily cut by the use of the special
template furnished with the dials. This
template has a number of small holes
closely in line following the general con-
tour of the window. Drills required are
3-16, % and Y8 inch twist drills. The
template is laid on the face of the panel.
Use a piece of paper beneath to prevent
the template from scratching the face of
the panel. Measure one inch from the
edge of the template to the top of the
panel. Be positive that the template is
in the correct position to insure clearance
for the dial scale and frame inside of the
cabinet.

Lay the template with the long edges
parallel to the ends of the panel. Drill
the two end holes first. Then fasten the
template securely in place with the screws
furnished for the purpose. Follow the
outline of the window in the template
with a 3-16 inch drill. Then remove the
template from the panel and take out the
window section. Use a small screwdriver
to do this. Enlarge the switch shaft hub
hole to % inch. It will not be necessary
to trim the edges of the drilled holes in
the windows, since the bezels cover this.

Mounting Problems Solved
After the drilling is completed, mount

the bezel and indicator. Fasten the in-
dicator in place with the small screws.
Do not draw these up too tight or the
indicator will be distorted.

Now, in mounting the condensers to
the dials it will be necessary to remove
the screw holding the frame of the con-
denser to the tapped brass rod and
adjusting the arm. This arm is slotted
and is attached to the dial with a machine
screw and nut. By adjusting the screw
in an upward position, so as to be cen-
tered with the hole where the screw has
been removed from the condenser, take
a 3/4 -inch 6-32 screw and insert this
through the arm of the dial (or support
bracket) using three of the washers sup-
plied with the dial, and one nut. This
may now be tightened. Leave the screw
attached to the dial frame and hold the
support bracket slightly loose. This is to
be fastened when the condenser has been
finally adjusted at an angle in an upward
position.

Place the baseboard in the cabinet at
its correct position so as to fit snug with
the back of the cabinet. Then slide the
panel in place and open the rotor blades
of the condensers. Adjust the angle of
the condensers so as to leave % inch
clearance between the baseboard and the
rotor blades, and tighten the screw that
has been left loose, holding the support
arm to condenser frame. With the vari-
able resistance mounted on the lower
left-hand side of the panel through a hole
1/2 inches from the bottom, we are ready
to proceed with the laying out of the
parts.

The baseboard should be of hardwood,
for it is to support considerable weight.
It is to be divided into two portions.
With the aid of a pencil and rule draw

LIST OF PARTS
LI, L2, L3-Three Benjamin Lekeless

RFT.
Cl, C2, C3-Three DeJur .00035 mfd.

variable condensers.
R1, R2-Two DeJur 4 -Ohm fixed resist-

ance.
R3-One DeJur 20 -ohm fixed resistance.
R4-One 100,000 -ohm Centralab heavy

duty variable resistance.
R5-One Ward Leonard variable re-

sistance unit, type 507-59.
R6-One Ward Leonard variable resist.

ance unit, type 507-62.
C4, CS-Two Dubilier 1 mfd. fixed by.

pass condensers, 160 volt type.
C6, C7-Two Dubilier condensers, type

PL -543.
C8, CS-Two Dubilier condensers, type

PL -544.
C10, Ctl, C12, C13, C14-One Dubilier

condenser unit, type PL -542.
T1, T2-Two Thordarson audio trans-

formers, type R-200.
T3-One Thordarson output trans-

former, type R-76.
T4-One Thordarson power trans-

former, type 2291.
L4, 1.5-Two Thordarson chokes (one

unit), type T-2291.
C15-One Dubilier .00025 mfd. grid con-

denser.
R7-One DeJur 2-megolun grid leak.
One Q.R.S. 400 milliampere rectifier

tube.
Six DeJur Buffalo non-microphoni,

sockets.
Three Mar -Co Illuminated Controls.
One 7x21x14 inch cabinet.
One 7x21 inch Bakelite panel.
One Readrite panel milliameter, 0-300

mils.
One Readrite portable voltmeter, 0-500volts.
One baseboard, 113/4x2134 inches.
One control box, 5x9x4 inches.
Solder, wire, lugs, etc.

a line 6% inches from the back. This
back portion will hold the power supplyunit.

The Dead Line
It must be borne in mind that none ofthis apparatus is to extend beyond this

line. The power transformer is mounted
at the left-hand corner of this space. Inapproximately the center the choke unitis mounted. Then the socket for the rec-tifier tube is mounted between the trans-former and choke, towards the rear. The
buffer condenser block PL -542, should bemounted alongside of the transformer, infront of the tube. Then the resistance
507-62 is mounted directly in front of thedouble choke. Do not bring these unitstoo close together. The three condenserblocks PL -543, PL -543, and PL -544. aremounted at the right-hand side of thebaseboard. The PL -544 being on the ex-treme left-hand side. Since all the con-densers are mounted in four containers,it will simplify the job and also makes itquite economical. Leave a half -inchspace in front of the dividing line so asto accommodate the iron shield.Now lay out the parts for the receiver.in the front portion of the baseboard.For the shield, cut a copper strip 23%inches long and 734 inches wide. Bendone-half inch of the bottom and two sidesinto a box form, the half -inch edge serv-ing to fasten the shield to the sides ofthe cabinet, with wood screws from theinside. Drill eight holes with a 34 -inchdrill, one-half inch from the bottom ofthe shield. The first hole is drilled one-half inch from the left and marked B-45;
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THE five -tube set and the ABC eliminator, shown in a singe diagram. The filaments in the receiver-except in the power
tube-are series connected. The Q. R. S. 400 -mil tube is the rectifier.

then three inches from the right another
hole is drilled and marked A minus. Ten
inches from the right a hole is drilled and
marked B 90 plus or B 110. Drill a hole
seven inches from the left and mark this
A plus. Five inches from the left a hole
is drilled and marked C-40. Another hole
is drilled two and a half inches from the
left and is marked B-180. The last hole
is drilled one inch from the left; this is
for the power tube filaments.

Before fastening the shield, wire the
power supply portion of the receiver.
Then fasten the shield to the bottom of
the baseboard, leaving the sides loose un-
til the receiver has been completed, after
which they will be securely fastened so
as to prevent vibrations and other
trouble.

Bringing Out the Leads
The different leads coming from the

supply unit to the receiver are brought
through those holes drilled at the bot-
tom of the shield. The wires connecting
to the resistance bank and those located
near it should be No. 18 asbestos cov-
ered. The lamps in the illuminated con-
trol dials should be wired in parallel and a
fifty -ohm resistance shunted across them.
These are then to be wired in series with
the filaments of the receiving tubes,
negative end. The illumination of the
dials is an added feature and may be dis-

regarded if the fan so wishes.
After the set is placed in the cabinet

the antenna and ground leads may be
brought from underneath and soldered to
two Fahnestock clips placed in the back
of the cabinet. The two leads from the
transformer are brought from underneath
the cabinet and go directly to the con-
trol box. Also the two leads going to
the milliameter.

Before turning on the house current,
check the wiring carefully, then turn the
rheostat in the control box all the way
to the right. Insert the rectifier tube in
its socket. Also insert all other tubes.
Turn on the house current and then turn
the rheostat in the control box until the
milliammeter reads about 250 mils. This
may now be left permanently.

Check Up Voltages
Before proceeding check all B and C

voltages with an 0-500 high resistance
voltmeter. This is done by connecting
the negative lead of the meter to the
negative terminal of the resistance bank.
With the red cable connect to all B volt-
ages and check until the proper voltages
are found. The lead coming from the
power tube plate should be 180 volts. If
not, we advise planting an additional 200 -
ohm resistance in series with the top re-
sistance bank and placing the leads for-
merly going to the end of the top bank

to the end o the additional resistance.
Do not make any voltage measurements
unlesi the filaments of the tubes are
turned on

To insulate the cover of the cabinet
from heat radiated by the tube and
chokes it would be advisable to secure
a piece of galvanized iron directly over
these, and raised from the surface of the
cover with washers. This will allow air
to circulate.

The cabinet should be of well seasoned
hardwood.

BRITON IS CONFIDENT
2XAF and 2XAD, the short wave trans-

mitters of the General Electric Company,
are broadcasting standards for short wave
receiving equipment in England. An
English manufacturer guarantees that his
short wave sets will receive 2XAF or
2XAD or money will be refunded. 2XAF
operates on 32.77 meters and 2XAD trans-
mits on 22 and 26 meters.

WGL HAS NEW STAFF PIANIST
WGL announced the appoinment of

Edward McArthur, concert pianist and
composer, as studio accompanist on the
staff of the Hotel Majestic station, New
York City. Mr. McArthur has appeared
in leading cities in the United States and
Europe.

DX With a Vengeance
In New Zealand Now

New Zealand in winter is apparently
the DXer's paradise.

W. A. Waters, engineer and manager
of the Manawatu-Oroua Electric Power
Board, of Palmerston North, New Zea-
land, in a recent letter to a General Elec-
tric radio engineer reports as follows :

"Yesterday (June 3) I rebroadcast
Hollan in the morning, listened to WGY
of Scl mectady for two hours in the
af tern( ,n and finished up with JOAK,
Tokio, Tapan, on the loud speaker for
an hour."

Mr. Waters is an ardent radio fan and
is active in the Palmerston North Radio
Club which operates station 2ZF, a 25
watt transmitter.

FAMOUS QUESTIONS
How many tubes?
Get any DX?
How much plate voltage?
Any distortion?
Power tube in last stage?

Power Transmission
Claimed by Tesla, 71

Gasoline engines and fuel tanks will for releasing the moisture in the atmos-
have no place in the airplanes of the phere and thus change deserts into fertile
future, according to Dr. Nikola Tesla, fields. Battleships, he said, will some day
pioneer in electricity and radio. The be equipped with apparatus which will
planes instead will be driven by light enable them to destroy enemy craft many
electric motors receiving their.power from miles away by radio directed force more
generating stations on the ground by powerful than the death ray.
means of radio waves. Thus driven, the "I have demonstrated already that I can
planes will be capable of making non- transmit power half way around the earth
stop trips around the world. This pro- without losing one-half of one percent of
nouncement the noted inventor made on it," he said. "I hope some day to put
the occasion of his seventy-first birthday. up a power plant to give the world my

Besides outlining his views on the future best invention, the one which will survive
of aviation he predicted that power for all others."
manufacturing and lighting purposes Some of his ancestors lived to be 120
would be transmitted by radio from cen- years old, and one lived to be 129. The
tral generating stations. He also pre- noted inventor hopes to go the record-
dicted that electric current controlled by holder one better.
radio waves would in the future be used All who know him wish the same.
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THE construction of the Shielded Melo-Heald is simplified by the arrangement of parts, as shown in the two upper views.
left is the general layout, at right a larger view of the shield ed portion. The front panel view is very attractive. At lower

right is the rear view of the set out of the cabinet.

A Shielded Melo-Heald
Set Tunes in Cuba Through N. Y. Locals

By Clifford Denton
THE Super -Heterodyne is conceded by

1 the leading engineers to be the most
sensitive and selective receiver known to-
day.

Perhaps many persons have wondered just
what the word Super -Heterodyne means. It
is taken from the Greek, 'heter" meaning
other and "dyne" meaning force. A "Super",
has another force, namely its oscillator, the
energy of which is applied to the incoming
signal and the resultant difference of the
two forces is amplified in the succeeding
tubes.

As the saying goes, "There are more than
one way to skin a cat," and that holds good
for "Supers." Scores of ways have been
utilized to accomplish the same objective.

Every engineer has his own pet methods
and no two technicians coincide exactly.
But it can be said that certain methods to
obtain an end have become standards of
practice. I have tried to incorporate in this
receiver the efforts and the accepted stand-
ards of those men who have been responsible
for the tremendous and well -deserved popu-
larity the "Super" now enjoys.

The day of the long and cumbersome radio
receiver is drawing to a close. Compact-
ness and simplicity rule.

The pictures show the receiver in a Cor-
bett Model C cabinet. The finish is wal-
nut. The inlaid walnut Lignole panel, with
the nickle and black finish of the illuminated
dials and the supplementary knobs, form a
very attractive combination.

Two tuning controls and two supplemen-
tary controls are so located that the hand
has to be moved only about four inches to
have the receiver under complete control.

The left-hand illuminated dial tunes the
loop circuit and the right-hand dial tunes
the oscillator. The dial settings can be ac-
curately logged.

The left-hand knob controls the sensitivity

of the receiver and can be left in one posi-
tion when listening to locals. This position
of the potentiometer will remain the same
for all the dial settings, thus cutting down
the number of tuning operations necessary
for local reception.

The center knob controls the split -loop re -

LIST OF PARTS

One 160 oscillating Melocoupler
One No. 120 mixing Melocoupler
Six 135 long -wave Melocouplers
Three Multistage Meloformers (audio

transformers)
Eleven Benjamin sockets
One Sangamo .00025 mfd. fixed condenser
One Sangamo .00025 mfd. fixed condensers

with clips
One Sangamo 1 mfd. condenser
One Lynch metallized 5 meg. leak
Four Lynch Equalizors (one No. 4 3; one

No. 4/5, two No. 2)
Eleven binding posts
One Carter 400 -ohm potentiometer with

filament switch attached
One Carter 0 -to -500,000 -ohm Hi -Pot
Two Carter tip jacks with plugs
Two Hammarlund .0005 mfd. Midline vari-

able condensers
Two Hammar:und .0905 mfd. Midline vari-
One Hammarlund .00032 mfd. condenser

(for regeneration)
One 7x21 -inch two-tone Walnut inlaid

Lignole front panel
One Corbett type C cabinet with base-

board
Two Mar -co Illuminated Controls
Acme Celatsite for wiring connections

generation,z control and tan be adjusted icr
the best operating position and left alone
except on extreme distant stations.

The right-hand knob is the audio volume
control and by its aid the music can be
raised gradually from a whisper to a roar.

The receiver can be shut off by turning
the left-hand knob counterclockwise. The
filament switch is mounted upon the poten-
tiome.er.

It !lay be well to express thought as to
the a 'visability of controlling the sensi-
tivity >f a radio receiver. It offers the
opera; r a method of volume control due to
the fa : that it has a definite relationship to
the an ,unt of energy applied to the detector.
Detect r overloading is a common source of
distort on now that we have good radio fre-
quency amplifiers. By reducing the sensi-
tivity on local signals we do not run the risk
of overloading our detector so readily. Sec-
ondly by controlling the sensitivity it is pos-
sible to adjust the receiver at any desired
sensitivity level. This will be a big factor
in mitigation of background noises. Even
with the most sensitive receivers on some
nights the noise level is so high that it is
practically impossible to listen to distant
stations, so we decrease the sensitivity and
enjoy the local .or nearer and louder pro-
grams without a surplus of background
noise. The advantage is that the signal is
clear. We do not, when listening to a local
station, have to hear the same background
noises which would be present when listen-
ing to stations miles away.

As can be seen from the circuit diagram
and the pictures, eleven tubes are employed.
This seems like a lot of tubes, but as proper
biasing and low plate voltages are used,
there is little greater drain than there is in
the average nine -tube Super.

Perhaps a rapid explanation of the circuit
with its possibilities would help you realize
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the advantages of this popular receiver,
known as the Melo-Heald. The input cir-
cuit is tuned by the left-hand variable con-
denser. A split -loop is employed so that the
detector circuit may be sharpened and the
sensitivity increased by the aid of the small
variable condenser which acts as a regenera-
tion control. The familiar condenser -leak
method of detection is employed.

The oscillator circuit employes the Melo-
Couplers (120 and 160), forming an oscilla-
tor, with several distinct advantages. Unde-
sirable harmonics are reduced by the re-
moval of the pickup coil from inductive
relationship to the plate coil of the oscillator.
Thus by the employment of a link mixing
system the undesirable condition of both
grid and plate oscillations acting on the
pickup coil was stopped. This resulted in a
system which is selective, stable and does
nothing to distort the quality of the re-
ceived signal. The input and the first de-
tector circuit are shielded from each other
and the rest of the receiver by the aluminum
shields. These shields act more as a static
han an electromagnetic shield.

Can Use Negative Volt
The intermediate frequency amplifier is

distinctively different, not only that five
stages are employed but the circuit is so
stable that as much as the full one -volt neg-
ative bias can be applied by the aid of the
potentiometer without the amplifier becom-
ing uncontrollable. These transformers were
designed by Merwyn Heald of Chicago and
are known as Melocouplers (135). They
are accurately peaked at 125 ke. or 2,400
meters, and are very, accurate. They arc
peaked by an inductance change and not by
any form of capacity adjustment. It may
be noted here that due to the fact that the
value of the shunting resistance caused by
the grid to filament impedence is raised to
a high amount by the negative bias that the

resonance curve of each stage is sharpened
to the point where 10 kc. separation between
local and distant stations may be accom-
plished. The potentiometer which controls
the intermediate amplifier is located on the
left.

The second detector employe s a C
biasing battery or plate rectification, which
is advisable due to the fact that the inter-
mediate amplifier feeds an immense amount
of power into the detector.

Three AF Stages
The audio amplifier employes three stages

of transformer coupled amplification. They
can be used in any order. Being small in
size they can be made into a compact ampli-
fier. They have a solid cylindrical iron core
and a shell with a longitudal slit that elimi-
nates eddy currents. It has a perfectly
stabilized impedence without leakage flux or
stray coupling.

The volume is controlled by the 0-500,000
ihm potentiometer located on the right-hand
de of the panel.
Mount the illuminated dials, the midget

condenser, potentiometer with filament
switch and the audio volume control on the
Lignole panel.

The tuning condensers are mounted on
the brackets furnished with the dials. Then
we are ready to spot the positions of the
shields which enclose the first detector and
the oscillator. After the shields are spotted
the Melo Couplers and their respective
sockets are equally spaced around the shields
as shown in the photographs.

The wiring of the receiver is not hard,
due to the fact that the position of the com-
ponents lends simplification to the wiring
and the repetition in the five intermediate
stages. Start with the filament circuits, then
wire the B circuits. It would be a good
idea to check up the work to this point.
If the test shows that the filament and B

circuits are 0. K. start at the first detector
and wire all the grid circuits. The remaining
plate circuits are then wired in, and the re-
ceiver is ready for testing.

A No. 2 Equalizor feeds the two tubes at
left, the No. 4/5 the next four, the 4/3 the
next three, and the other No. 2 the last
tube (112 or 71).

In a recent test in New York City the
following stations were tuned in, the DX
right through locals:

Dial
Meters Station Location Setting
272.6 WPCH N. Y. C. 19.30
258.5 WWRL N. Y. C. 15-25
341. WMCA N. Y. C. 37-54
350.6 WNJ Newark 42-57
374.8 WRNY N. Y. C. 48-65
405.2 WOR Newark 55-72
422.3 WGL N. Y. C. 60-77
431. WHAP N. Y. C. 61-78
455. WJZ N Y. C. 66-84
492. WEAF N. Y. C. 73-90
252. WGCP N. Y. C. 12-22
315.6 WGBS N. Y. C. 30-44
295.1 WARS N. Y. C. 22%-37
315.6 WABC N Y. C. 30-46
309. KDKA Pitts. 27-44
384.4 WLWL N. Y. C. 50-68
390.9 WODA N. Y. C. 51-70
526. WNYC N. Y. C. 80-97
270.1 WGH P Detroit 16-28
275.1 WHA D Milwaukee 16%-28%
246. WBAL Balt. 13-18V2
361.2 WHN N. Y. C. 43-62
389.4 WTAM Cleveland 50-69
325.9 WSA.I Cincinnait 32-50
239.9 WAID Col., Ohio 23%-38

WPG Atl. City 25-40
422.3 WLW Cincinnati 58-77
428.3 WSB Atlanta 59-78
379.5 WHAZ Troy 47%,66Y2
374.8 KTHS Hot Springs 46/-65%
240. 6KW Tuin. Cuba 44-62%

THE MELO-HEALD circuit, as it usually appears, is shown above. The author, however, used fixed filament resistorsthroughout, and the C battery method of detection in the second detector.

Defender of Worms Barred for Politics
Station WABC and the Izaak Walton

League have both denied that they cen-
sored or suppressed a speech by Fred B.
Shaw, former international fly -caster, be-
cause he had taken the Coolidge side of
the angleworm controversy. A. H. Grebe,
head of the broadcasting station, said that
WABC had not been guilty of censoring
f,Mr. Shaw's pro -worm speech. J. Miles
Flynn, Chairman of the Committee on
Education of the Izaak Walton league,
said:

Opposed Politics
"I asked Mr. Shaw to make a speech

during the Izaak Walton hour on WABC

on Wednesday night on the ethics of
using angleworms, and I sent him clip-
pings from editorials in most of the New
York papers, some for using worms, some
against.

'When I received Mr. Shaw's speech I
found that he had argued for the use of
worms. That was all right. He was en-
titled to his opinion as an expert angler,
and that was what I had asked for. But
he went on to devote two pages to prais-
ing the Coolidge economy program and
other political achievements of the
President.

"I wrote him a letter saying that his
remarks on the angleworm question were

all right and could be delivered in full, but
that it would be ecessary to drop the
general eulogy of President Coolidge from
his speech, for the reason that the 'con-
stitution of the Izaak Walton league for-
bids political activities. He declined, and
that is all there is to it. WABC had
nothing to do with it."

How Question Arose
The worm question gained public atten-

tion because President Coolidge uses.
worms to catch brook trout. Artificial
flies are the thing. others contend, some
giving technical, others merciful reasons.
The debate is still raging.
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Why Even Experts Go Wrong
Trying To Diagnose Motorboating Cause

Common Impedance

AT top is an even
resistance coupled
amplifier because
it has four plate
circuits on the
same source of
voltage. Regener-
ation through the
common imped-
ance will cause
oscillation at high

frequencies.

Contributing Editor;

By J. E. Anderson
Consulting Engineer; Associate, Institute

Common Impedance

THE subject of motorboating in radio
receivers is generally not well under-

stood, although it can be reduced to
mathematical formulas as definite, if not
as simple, as the formulas which express
Ohm's law.

The term motorboating was first ap-
plied to the noise emitted by loudspeak-
ers when connected to certain radio sets
of good quality. Similarity in sound and
frequency to the put -put of a motorboat
was responsible for the name. When the
frequency of the noise was still lower it
was generally called fluttering. When
the frequency of the noise emitted was
over 100 cycles per second it was usually
called howling or squealing, depending
on the pitch of the disturbance. The
causes assigned as responsible for the
noises were legion and sometimes they
were fantastic.

That the disturbances of all pitches
in the audio amplifier were due to the
same cause was not suspected, and the
true cause was never included in the lists.

It is a fact that nearly all disturbances
from a low frequency flutter in the sig-
nal to a super -audible squeal are due to
the same cause, namely, regeneration
through the impedance in common with
the several plate circuits when served by
the same source of plate voltage.
Whether the amplifier will oscillate by
virtue of this regeneration depends on
how close the plate circuits are coupled,
on the degree of amplification, on the
type of circuit, and on the value and
type of impedance in common with the
circuits. Suppose that the amplifier con-
tains no reactances other than the in-
ductances of the loudspeaker and some
reactance in the plate voltage supply.
This would have to be a resistance
coupled amplifier with stopping condens-
ers of infinite capacity.

It is possible to generalize about a
circuit of this type.

Suppose that the number of plate cir-
cuits on the common source of voltage
is odd. That circuit will very likely oscil-
late at a low frequency, motorboat or
flutter. Suppose that the number of tubes
in the common source of plate voltage
is even. That circuit will most likely
oscillate at a high frequency. That is,

it might squeal. It will not oscillate at
a low frequency.

If the common impedance is reduced
in the odd circuit by connecting a con-
denser across the source of plate voltage,
the low frequency oscillation will stop
or the pitch will be lowered. It will al-
ways stop if the condenser is large
enough, and it stops the oscillation by re-
ducing the frequency to zero.

If the common impedance is reduced in
the even circuit by connecting a con-
denser across the common source of plate
voltage the high frequency oscillation
will stop. One anicrofarad should be
enough to stop it in most cases unless
the "high" frequency oscillation is quite
low. If a very large condenser is con-
nected across the voltage source in this
even circuit, the amplification on the low
notes will be improved, that is, increased.

Now if the circuit contains stopping
condensers the rule is modified some-
what. An even circuit which should be
stable on low frequencies might start to
flutter at a very low frequency when the
resistance and the inductance in the
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common voltage lead are high. And this
might take place even if there is a
condenser across the impedance largeenough

to stop all high frequency oscilla-
tion. Some might point to 'this fact in
refutation of the theory of the common
impedance as the cause of the oscillation.
In fact, many have already done so. But
the fact that the fluttering does occur
is in reality evidence of the correctness
of the theory. The stopping condensers
change so much the phase of the energy
fed back, that an even circuit takes on
the characteristics of an odd circuit.
Substitution of actual values in the for-
mulas at a low frequency will show that
oscillation should be expected. Well, it
very of ten occurs. High amplification
and a high inductance in the common
impedance are requisites. Resistance in
the common impedance aids and abets the
fluttering tendency.

It is the inductance of the speaker
which is largely responsible for high fre-
quency oscillation in an even circuit, that
is, when it is taken in conjunction with
an inductive common impedance. The
speaker inductance is in series with the
line. So are the stopping condensers.
Since a series inductance will change the
phase of the feedback so that an even
and stable circuit will oscillate at high
frequency, it is logical to assume that a
series condenser, will have
the opposite effect, that is, will changethe even and stable circuit so that it
will oscillate at low frequency. Both for-
mulas and experience prove that the as-
sumption is correct.

When the coupling impedances contain
inductance the case is more complex, al-
though the formulas are identical. It is
difficult to lay down any general rules
as to the behavior of the circuits under
various conditions. But the same for-
mulas hold and the behavior will be simi-
lar.

Even when the coupling is by means of
audio transformer the behavior is some-
what the same, particularly for one con-nection of the transformers. It is safeto say that in 99 cases of squealing orfluttering in audio transformer coupled
circuits the common impedance is toblame.

Eliminator Patent
Awarded to Dunmore

The issuance recently of a patent to
F. W. Dunmore, of Washington, D. C.,
broadly covering the operation of vacuum
tube circuits by means of B eliminators,
and the beginning of interference pro-
ceedings between the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company, Dun-
more and P. D. Lowell, started another
patent upheaval.

The Board of Examiners in Chief of
the Patent Office recently decided ad-
versely in the appeal of the Latour Cor-
poration of New York, in which this cor-
poration brought interference proceedings
against Dunmore and Lowell with refer-
ence to patent No. 1,455,141 relating to
operation of radio receivers without bat-
teries. The Latour Corporation claimed
priority rights to this invention.

Three other leading radio manufactur-
ing companies are involved in the legal
controversy, including the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Wired Radio, Inc., and Murad Labora-tories, all of which have brought inter-
ference proceedings which claim thatDunmore and Lowell do not hold basicrights to B eliminators and alternating
current receivers. The claims by West-
inghouse are based on a ten -year -old idea
of Prof. Michael Ptipin of Columbia Uni-
versity, which patent was assigned to the
company at the same time that Armstrong
assigned his regenerative patent to thesame concern. The various companies
which have brought interference proceed-ings will be heard in turn.

Final disposition may take years.
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A Super on Wheels
How to Build a Receiver Into An Auto

By John F. Rider

FIG. 4
[Part I last week; Part II. the conclu-

sion, follows:]
CONSIDERING that the receiver will

Is --4 be operated with a loop, and that
the minimum controls are necessary, radio
frequency amplification preceding the
mixer tube has been omitted. Only two
tuning controls' are used-one for the
loop and the other for the oscillator.
Two other controls are provided-one for
sensitivity and the other for the volume.
The sensitivity control is a potentio-
meter in the grid circuit, varying the bias.
The volume control is a variable resist-
ance shunting the secondary of the first
audio frequency transformer.

The remaining item on the panel is the
battery switch. The front panel view
of the receiver is given in Fig. 4. The
dial to the left of the battery switch is
the loop tuning control and the other
dial is the oscillator tuning control. The
design of the oscillator is the regular
tickler feed back such as used in the or-
dinary tickler feedback detector circuit.
This precludes burnout of the osillator
tube filament if the isolating condenser
used in some oscillator circuits breaks
down.

Can Be Used in Home
Grid condenser -leak detection is used

for the mixer tube and the second de-
tector. This assures greatest sensitivity
and consequently greatest receiver out-
put. Transformer coupling is used in
the audio amplifier, since it affords maxi-
mum output with the fewest number of
tubes. An output unit is not used, due to
the limited space. The wiring diagram
of the receiver is shown in Fig. 3A.

Special tuning of the intermediate
stages or the use of a special filter unit
is unnecessary, with these Victoreen
units, due to the accurate response ad-
justments of the units at the time of
manufacture. All three units are identical,
two being used as intermediate amplify-
ing transformers and the remaining oneas the filter unit.

The 285D General Radio transformer
possesses response characteristic very
suitable for use in a receiver of this type,
when a high degree of output quality is
desired.

While this receiver is described for use
in a car, it can be utilized to every ad-
vantage in the home as the regular re-
ceiver. The only change necessary to
adapt this receiver to the home is the use
of a nicer cabinet or housing. Every-
thing else remains intact, though the total
amplification is much greater than is
available with some other higher ratio
units. These transformers, furthermore,
are suitable with some of the new gas
content detector tubes. These tubes pos-
sess a high value of output impedance,

Member, Institute of Radio Engineers

Top view of the upper shelf.
FIG. 5

Note how the Victoreen coils are placed at an angle.

and if a transfer of low notes is desired
between the tube and the transformer it
is necessary that the transformer possess
a high value of inductance in the primary
winding.

The Amsco tuning condensers are of
the straight frequency type and are very
compact and durable. The sturdiness was
illustrated by the action of the condenser
during its use since the construction of
the receiver. Over mountains, through
marshes and bogs, jounced innumerable
times, the plates nevertheless maintained
their adjustment.

The Silver Marshall coil is removable
from the socket and carries three wind-
ings.

Goad Volume Control
The volume control, an Electrad Tons-

trol. in the audio circuit, is one which
gave great satisfaction during the period
of use of the receiver. This item is so
designed that when in operation the lever
moving over the resistance element and
varying the resistance in the circuit never
touches the resistor itself, consequently
deterioration of the element does not
take place. The potenitometer is wound
with heavy wire and showed no wear
after a year of use.

Realizing that the receiver would be
used under various atmospheric condi-
tions, particularly when the receiver was
located in the mountains and at the sea-
shore, it was decided that elimination of
moisture from the grid and bypass con-
densers was essential. For this reason
condensers moulded in Bakelite were se-
lected (Aerovox type 1450), moisture ab-
sorption after the item has been com-
pleted being impossible. Furthermore, the
insulation resistance of these units is ex-
ceptionally high.

Tube Versatility
The use of the Amperites makes pos-

sible the choice of almost any types of
tubes. In order to change from 199s to
201s or to substitute a 171 in place of a
201a, it is only necessary to change the
type of Amperite used. It is understood
of course that the correct values of B
and C potential are being applied.

These automatic filament control units
apply the correct filament voltage to the
tube filament, assuring longevity of the
filament. By utilizing these units, it is
possible to dispense with additional con-
trols upon the panel. Incidentally some
persons guessed that automatic filament

control of the intermediate stages using
Victoreen transformers is unsatisfactory.
This is not so. Full satisfaction was ob-
tained with the automatic filament con-
trol of the intermediate amplifier tubes.

Having concluded the list of parts we
will enter upon the construction. To
facilitate matters we will divide the sub-
ject into separate parts. First we will
lay out the necessary holes and then
mount the parts.

The two self brackets are reversed. The
upper panel mounts on top of the
bracket, but the lower panel mounts be-
low the bracket. Specific layout of the
mounting screws for fastening the
shelves to the brackets is unnecessary.
The screws function as the supports for
the lower shelf when resting in the cab-
inet. Their length should be sufficient to
be on line with the base of the front
panel. A view of the brackets can be
seen in Fig. 2.

The layout of the parts on the shelves
is shown in the pictures. Holes are cut
in the top shelf to permit free play of
the variable condensers mounted on the
panel. Without these holes it will be im-
possible to turn the condenser dials be-
yond 40, starting from the maximum
setting of 100, and reading down. The
parts designations include:

(SI) mixer tube; (S2) the oscillator
tube; (53) the first intermediate ampli-
fier; (S4) the second intermediate ampli-
fier; (S5) the detector; (S6) the first
audio amplifier, and (S7) the second audio
amplifier. (A) designation means Amper-
ites, (C) grid condensers and (GI) the
grid leaks. (VT1), (VT2) and (VT3) are
the Victoreen transformers, (Cl) is the
transformer primary bypass condenser,
(C2) the potentiometer bypass condenser
and (C3) is the battery bypass condenser.
(AF1) and (AF2) are the audio fre-
quency transformers. The other equip-
ment-the tuning condensers, potentio-
meter, volume control, battery 'switch,
binding posts and tip jacks-is mounted
on the panel. (VT3) is fastened to the
lower shelf by placing its mounting
bracket underneath the shelf mounting
bracket. This will be sufficient support.
By frequently consulting the various pho-
tographic views of the receiver it will be
a very simple procedure to locate and
mount the various parts.

It is only necessary to follow the wiring
diagram. The actual wiring is simple.

(Concluded on next page)
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Tricky circuit combinations have been
avoided. All leads should be short. Seg-
regation of the various circuits by means
of the different colors can be used to very
good advantage. The grid, plate and fila-
ment circuits should be wired with dif-
ferent colors, or the mixer, oscillator, in-
termediate and audio amplifiers should
be wired in different colors. This will
greatly facilitate tracing, in the event
of faulty operation and the necessity for
trouble shooting.

The dimension of the panels, the height
of the tube sockets mentioned and the
height of the standard run of tubes are
such that this combination as a unit will
fit perfectly into a case with inside di-
mensions of 14x10 inches, so much so
that the top of the tubes will just touch
the bottom side of the upper shelf and
the tubes on the upper shelf will just
touch the inside of the cabinet. This will
keep the tubes from vibrating or rattling,
even if the car is traveling at a high rate
of speed. This is not a haphazard state-
ment, but a proven fact.

The last constructional detail relative
to the assembly of the receiver proper
prior to its fastening to the car, is the
placing of the two support between the
shelves. These are the two rods, one in
each corner as shown in Fig. 2. A hole
is drilled in each rear corner of the upper
and lower shelves. Then the rod is cut
to exact size. Tap the rods at both ends,
so that when placed between the two
shelves, they can be screwed into place,
forming a rigid and very satisfactory
support.

The next step is the placing of the
receiver in the car. The position of the
receiver in my car is shown in Fig. 3.
This is an inside view. The set is sus-
pended between four brackets fastened
adjacent to the side rear window to the
rear of the driver's seat. Screw -eyes are
fastened into the cabinet and heavy
springs are attached thereto. These
springs are then attached to the four
brackets fastened to the woodwork in-
side the car. This four spring suspension
works in an excellent manner. The only
precaution necessary is to use brackets of
sufficient length to allow enough clear-
ance between the rear of the set cabinet
and the window. It is understood that
the mounting brackets will be of sufficient
strength to hold the set. The springs
should be heavy and pulled out into place.
If they are loose the set will vibrate. If
they are taut, the set will ride wonder-
fully over the biggest bumps. The
method of mounting is shown in Fig. 1.

The aerial on the car is a loop and
made up of six strands of bell wire.
These six strands are mounted on the
roof of the car on four bakelite supports,
a support in each corner. The bakelite
supports are 6 inches high and the turns
are 3/4 inch. apart. The supports are
fastened to the roof with brass angle
brackets. The leads are carried into the
car through the rear side window. The
B and C batteries are carried outside on
the running board nearest the set. They
are contained within a tool case of suffi-
cient size.

The connecting wire from the case to
the set is rubber -covered seven -strand
connecting cable and is passed under-
neath the running board and into the car
through a hole drilled in the floorboard
of the car, directly beneath the receiver.
The A battery supply is the battery regu-
larly used in the car. Connections thereto
is made through the ammeter on the
dashboard. The negative receiver lead
goes to the ground, i.e., chassis, and the
positive receiver lead to one terminal of
the ammeter. The lead from the receiver
to the ground and antenna can be carried
along the floorboard or across the top.
The speaker is fastened to the top or
attached to a flexible cable so that it
may be shifted when the car is parked
for any length of time.

Aerials for Summer Use
That Give Great Delight

By Hugo Gernsback
EDITOR "RADIO NEWS"

There is no good reason why you should
not use your radio in the summertime as
much as in the winter. There is just as
much fun and education to be derived
from your radio in the summer as in
the winter season. It is an erroneous idea
that static ruins all programs in the sum-
mertime. This has never been borne out
by observation.

Once in a while, during a thunderstorm,
or immediately preceding it, there is, of
course, a great deal of static, but even
here it is possible to minimize the static
with a little ingenuity.

To start with, if you have an outdoor
aerial, which seems to be true in a ma-
jority of the cases, it would be best to
disconnect this entirely during the summer-
time and use an indoor aerial, which is
nothing but a wire run around the mould-
ing in one of your rooms. By using this
aerial and a ground wire you will find
that you can listen in to most of your
favorite stations, but at the same time
the static will be reduced quite a good
deal.

An Outdoor Aerial Indoors
You can also string an outdoor aerial

in your attic, should you have one, by
running the wires back and forth in a sort
of grid fashion. If you have a long hall,
you can run a few wires the entire length
of the hall, along the moulding, or if you
wish to do even better, you can make a
regular 4 -wire aerial and suspend it with
small insulator knobs. The wire can be
quite thin, say No. 26 copper wire. Once
in place, it will be hardly noticed and will
not mar the appearance of your hall in the
least.

Another excellent aerial, which the edi-
tor of this publication has used, consists
of covering the entire inside of a closet
door with tinfoil, using with it the ordi-
nary ground. There is an advantage to
this sort of an aerial, because it is direc-
tive, similar to a loop, and by opening the
door and pointing it in different directions,
different stations will be brought in with
varying results.

Another good temporary summer aerial
is had by connecting the aerial post to the
bell system of the house, particularly the
dumbwaiter bell. Any one wire will do
nicely. The only difficulty with this is
that every time the bell is rung you will
hear a noise in your radio set, but inas-
much as bells are not rung so frequently
this device may be said to be fairly satis-
factory.

May Dispense with Aerial
If you have a set that is not shielded,

and you are troubled a good deal by static,
it is even possible to use a set connected
to the ground without a regular aerial.
Disconnecting the aerial entirely allows
reception of a good many locals, if the
set is on the 5 -tube variety, without using
any aerial at all. If you should find that
the results are not so good, it will be
advisable to connect a large piece of tin-
foil, or any other suitable piece of metal
that is handy, to the aerial post of the
set.

Thus, for instance, the writer has had
excellent results by attaching the aerial
binding post to a metal bedspring, which
picked up enough energy. At another
time he used a metal window screen,
which did handsomely, in lieu of an aerial,
and recently he has experienced with the
metal frame of his piano, with excellent
results.

Then there is on the market a so-called
condenser antenna, which is a sort ofplug that sells for about a dollar. This
is connected to the light socket and to the
aerial post of your set. In 'This case the
lines of the electric system act as the
aerial. Further, a similar device is also
sold on the market which is simply placed
underneath your telephone set and works
very nicely in picking up enough energy
through the telephone lines.

Another Good Suggestion
No actual metallic connection is made

with the telephone wires, but still the
device works by what is technically called
"capacitative coupling." This device works
very satisfactorily and does away with
quite a good deal of static.

Still another device which you may try
is to use the same ground, but connect
the aerial to 'the radiator system. This
may not work in all instances, but in cer-
tain localities it works very well, and
brings in at least all of the locals, while
cutting down static a good deal.

Of course, with all of these arrange-
ments, it should be understood that, while
the static is cut down, the strength of
the signals is cut down as well, but still
it is a great deal better to have a weak
signal that is clear than a loud signal that
can not be heard at all because of static.

Why more people do not take their sets
with them on trips has always been a
mystery to us. Most any home set can
be taken along in your car, and wherever
you go. The automobile battery can be
used to light the tubes, and all you need
to carry along is a small set of B batteries,
which should not be too much trouble.

The Nail in the Tree
It is possible, if you stop in wooded

country, to have good radio reception by
driving a large nail into a live tree about
three or four feet above the ground. At-
tach your aerial binding post to this and
the ground binding post to a metal rod
driven into the moist ground. In this case
the tree becomes the aerial and good
reception can be had.

Of course a better system is to throw
an insulated wire over the limb of a tree
and use a metal rod driven into moist
earth as the usual ground. Good results
may be had that way.

All of these systems are useful in the
summer, and there is no reason in the
world why your radio should not be
used in hot weather.

(Broadcast from WRNY)

Radio Health Is Good
Through New England

Having returned from the first part of
his tour in the New England sector, Radio
Commissioner 0. IL Caldwell stated that
he was very much satisfied with condi-
tions there. He also reported that the
peanut whistle which been bothering
listeners to WJZ had been due to an
improperly grounded crystal control unit
at WEEI, Boston. This was immediately
corrected.

"While in New England I talked With
many radio listeners, manufacturers,
dealers and radio editors. They all re-,
ported conditions greatly improved," he
continued.

"Mr. Batcheller, Radio Supervisor in
New York, is checking up the waves of
the New York broadcasters and they show
marked improvement."
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Ships oil
Some Progr* s

Washington
Code messages sent by ships interfere

seriously with the reception of programs
from broadcasting stations operating in
the 600 and 700 kilocycle range, Louis W.
Southgate, of Worcester, Mass., com-
plained to the Federal Radio Commission.
(WJZ is 660 kc. and WEAF is 660 kc.)
Answering his letter Commissioner Cald-
well wrote that as adjustment of sea wave-
lengths involves some forty nations, he
would take up the matter at the Interna-
tional Radio Conference in the Fall. The
commissioner wrote:

"It will be very desirable to shift this
ship SOS and calling band to a new loca-
tion further removed, but such shifting
will require the cooperation of some forty
nations and actual re -equipment of 30,000
ships.

Interference Very Objectionable

"The matter will be brought up at the
coming International Radio Conference,
but at best it will require some years before
the transfer can be made.

"The Commission has repeatedly pointed
out to American broadcasters that the in-
terference caused by ship transmitters on
these high waves is very objectionable along
the coasts, and that for this reason the best
broadcasting channels are those near the
center of the broadcasting band.

"The kind of interference you refer to is
experienced all up and down the whole
Atlantic Coast, especially at Boston, Cape
Cod, Long Island, New York City and At-
lantic City, and has been the means of
spoiling many wonderful programs put out
by some of the leading stations operating
in the 600 and 700 -kilocycle range.

Safety Paramount
"Transmission to ships and safety of

life at sea is a paramount use for radio, but
it is unfortunate that the rapid development
of broadcasting has not made it possible to
further separate these services so that both
broadcasting and ship communication might
proceed without mutual interference."

Set T n d
y NeIa

r
40

The Algonquin Electric Company, Inc,
245 Fifth Avenue, New York City, have
purchased the trade name and 'manufactur-
ing rights of Thermiodyne, the original
master control receiving set. Leo Potter is
president of the Algonquin Company.

A device that enables one to tune a single
dial receiver from a distance is being mar-
keted by the company under the name
"Thermiodyne Remote Control." Mr. Pot-
ter said:

"The set owner can attach 'Remote Con-
trol' to his old set-provided, of course, it
is a single control instrument. While
originated by the same engineers who
introduced Thermiodyne in 1924 for use
with the New Thermiodyne, now about to
be brought out, 'Remote Control' is avail-
able to any single control set by simply

istance
ntrol Device

removing the dial attaching 'Remote Con-
trol' and making one simple hook-up to the
rheostat terminal.

"In the case of our mechanical type con-
trol of the set from across the room in
which it is placed makes even our me-
chanical 'Remote Control' not only a lazy
man's radio control, as it has been called,
but a boon to shutins and invalids who
cannot get up from bed or chair to turn
a finder or manipulate reception.

"Remote Control of the electrical type
is even more revolutionary, for with the
electrical type, the set owner can install
his set anywhere he likes-downstairs in
the basement or out in the garage-place his
loudspeaker wherever he likes and tune
from wherever he finds it convenient."

Hospitals will find them useful.

Independent Chain
Fostered By Columbia

Employing WOR as the key station,
thirteen stations scattered throughout the
country will be connected up in a chain
system, to be known as the Columbia
Broadcasting System, and will begin sim-
ultaneous transmission of programs Sun-
day Sept. 4. The chain will -be directly
controlled by the Columbia Phonograph
Company, according to H. C. Cox, the
president of the system. Headquarters
are in the Paramount building in New
York City. Major J. Andrew White,
prominent sports announcer, will be in
charge of technical affairs, while Arthur
Judson, with the assistance of program
constructors, will select the entertainers.

Linked up with WOR will be WEAN,
Providence, R. I.; WNAC, Boston;
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.; WHAM, Lock-
port N. Y.; WCAU, Philadelphia; WJAS,
Pittsburgh Pa.; WADC, Akron, 0.;
WKRC, Cincinnati, 0.; WGHP, Detroit,
Mich.; WMAQ, Chicago; KMOX, St.
Louis, Mo. and WHO, Des Moines, Ia.
Other stations are also expected to hook
in also.

Aylesworth Proposes
Cross -Ocean Programs

In an address, delivered before a meet-
ing of the International Advertising As-
sociation, a plan for the inauguration of
across -the -ocean -broadcasting, by which
London and New York would regularly
exchange feature programs, was suggest-
ed by Merlin H. Aylesworth, president of
the N.B.C. It will be proposed by the
N.B.0 this Fall at a conference in New
York with Sir John Reith, director-gen-
eral of the British Broadcasting Corpor-
ation.

.

THE NEW AC TUBES
Everybody should have on hand for

ready reference full data on the new AC
tubes. The filaments of these tubes are
heated by alternating current from a step-
down transformer and anybody having
AC can put these tubes into a set by
making some wiring changes. Those who
have AC and who are about to build a
set also should possess this full informa-
tion. Send 15c for the June 4 issue that
contains the data on the AC tubes and
also on two new rectifier tubes for B
eliminators. Radio World.

1 3
In Fig. 1, the standard method of connecting a variable grid leak and condenser is diagrammed. The leak is shunted acrossthe condenser, which may have a value of .0001 or .00025, the leak and condenser being connected in series with the grid post ofthe detector tube socket and the high potential point of the secondary winding. In Fig. 2, the method, when using a gang variable

condenser, with a common rotor and an -01A tube, is illustrated. The condenser is connected between the coil and the G postof the socket. The leak is, however, connected between the G post of the socket and the plus A post. This is due to the amplifiertubes requiring a negative return, while the detector tube requires a positive return. Of course, connecting the actual grid return
of the coil to the plus, would cause a short, since it is connected to the rotor of the condenser, which is common to the other minusreturns. The last diagram, Fig. 3, shows where to connect the grid return, when the special detector tube, e.g., -00A is used. Theleak and condenser are connected in the same way as in Fig. I. The grid return is however brought to the minus F post of thesocket, thus giving the tube a zero grid bias. The Bretwood variable grid leak and bullet condenser are shown,
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A Tube Microammeter
Using a Milliammeter

By Hudson Sande
It is often desirable to measure small

currents accurately, currents so small that
they cannot be measured with a milliam-
meter. Such currents can only be measured
with a microammeter of a galvanometer.
But either of these instruments is expen-
sive and the average fan cannot afford to
keep or procure one. But this fact need
not deter him from measuring small cur-
rents, because he can improvise an accurate
microammeter with apparatus he already
has. A milliammeter of fair sensitivity and
an ordinary vacuum tube are the main in-
gredients of this meter.

The first thing to do in setting up a
microammeter of this type is to obtain a
plate current, grid voltage curve of the
tube which is to be used. This curve is
essential. The tube should later be used
with the same -filament current, the same
plate voltage, the same milliammethr as were
used in taking the characteristic curve.
What this curve tells is the actual grid
voltage when a certain plate current is
flowing.

When the curve has been taken the cir-
cuit is changed slightly. The polarizing
battery is removed and a resistance R is
substituted. This resistance should be ac-
curately known. The small current to be
measured is passed through this resistance
by connecting the source across its ter-
minals. The completed circuit is then as
shown in Fig. 1.

The first observation is made on the plate
current of the tube when the grid voltage
is zero. This is obtained by connecting
the grid to point (1), where the voltage is
zero. This reading is taken merely to check
up on the tube to make sure that the condi-
tions are the same as they were when the
characteristic curve was taken. If the plate
milliammeter does not read the same as
it did when the curve was taken an ad-

justment should be made, correcting what-
ever has changed.

The second reading is taken with the
grid connected to point (2). Suppose that
the plate meter now gives a reading of 3
milliamperes. The reading is different be-
cause the grid voltage has changed by the
voltage drop IR in the grid resistance R.
What is the value of IR? That question
is answered when we learn from the char-
acteristic curve what the grid voltage is
when the plate current is 3 milliamperes.
The curve gives the value of the grid volt-
age as -3.1 volts. This is the voltage drop
in the resistance R since we started from
zero. We then have the equation IR-3.1
from which to determine I. The sign of
the voltage can be disregarded. Now if
the known resistance has a value of one
megohm, the current through the resistance
is 3.1 microamperes. If the resistance is
half megohm the current is 6.2 microam-
peres, and if the resistance is 1,000 ohms, the
current is 3.1 milliamperes.

Sometimes the current through R is the
actual grid current, since the grid takes
current when the bias is positive or even
when it is a fraction of a volt negative.
The same method of measuring the grid
current can be used. Suppose that the grid
return be so connected that the apparent
grid bias is 5 volts positive. The plate
current might be 6 milliamperes. What is
the actual grid bias when the plate current
is 6 milliamperes? The curve shows it is
.1 volt positive. The voltage drop in R is
then -4.9 volts, since 5-1-IR=.1. There-
fore the current through the grid leak resis-
tance is 4.9 microamperes when the value of
the resistance is one megohm. The grid
current prevents the grid from going very
much positive. This is true even when
fairly high positive bias is applied.

2 ,5

FIG. 1. -
Diagram showing how to connect up a

vacuum tube and a milliammeter so that
a very small current (1) through a re-
sistance (R) can be measured. The actual
grid voltage corresponding to any plate
current (Ip) is read off the characteristic
curve of the tube. This is the voltage
drop in (R). The drop divided by the
known value of (R) gives the current (I).

Human Body As Aerial
And Ground Works Well

The human body was used by a Western-
er to tune in Lindy's welcome in Wash-
ington. J. Gordon Reed of Oakland writes
to KGO of this novel reception as follows:

"I wanted to hear the Lindy broadcast,
but my aerial was down. Remembering the
body to be a conductor of radio energy, I
took some copper wire, attached it to the
antenna binding post, and placed the other
end in my mouth. Then I sat on the radiator,
making the ground connection. The pro-
gram came over clear with loudspeaker
volume.

"When I had another party take the
ground wire in his hand the volume was
so great I had to adjust the rheostat. Thus
I received the program on the Pacific Coast
through KGO, one man acting as ground
and myself doing duty as the antenna."

The stunt may be well applied when
your in the country, with your portable
receiving set. The earth is used as the
ground.

Primary Rheostat Aids
Good Voltage Regulation

nAx.Y

FIG. 1
Circuit illustrating how to hookup two Centralab potentiometers and a power

rheostat for voltage control from a B elminator. R1 is a 250 -ohm power rheostat.
R2 is a 5,000 -ohm potentiometer and R3 is a 8,000 -ohm potentiometer. Cl, C2 and

C3 are all 1 mfd. fixed condensers used for bypassing.

Good B power voltage regulation is nec-
essary for good receiver performance. Most
sets control volume by reducing the B drain
of the RF tubes. Either filament control
or a plate circuit variable has this effect.
Where a series high resistance is used for B
voltage regulation, the value will be about
25,000 ohms. A change in the amplifier
current drain of one milliampere will make
a change in amplifier pressure of 25 volts.

With the new -wire wound potentiometers,
as in Fig. 1, only about 2,000 ohms are in
series with the amplifier. A change of
one milliampere in amplifier current will
then cause a change of only two volts in
amplifier pressure. To further insure per-
fect control on the output, a power rheo-
state may be inserted in.series with primary
of the power transformer, as shown in
Fig. 1.

LIST OF PARTS
121-One Centralab 250 ohm power rheo-

stat
R2-One Centralab 5,000 ohm potentio-

meter
R3-One Centralab 8,000 ohm potentio-

meter
CI, C2 and C3-Three 1 mfd. fixed con-

densers

Melton, of WSM Fame,
Now With Roxy Gang

James Melton, for the past year and a
half engaged at various intervals in broad-
casting from WSM, Nashville, Tennessee,
is now a feature soloist at the Roxy Theatre
in New York and appears regularly with
Roxy's Gang which broadcasts from WJZ
on Sunday afternoons and Monday eve-
nings.

Mr. Melton is the possessor of a tenor
voice of excellent quality and has been
received with much favor by music critics.
He has been for some time a student of
Signor G. S. DeLuca, head of the Voice
Department of Ward -Belmont Conservatory
of Music, of Nashville.

SPLITDORF ANNOUNCES SPEAKER
Splitdorf Radio Corporation announces

the Splitdorf Cone Tone, a new loudspeaker
of attractive design, with certain features
differentiating it from current apparatus.
It is 22 inches wide by 25 inches high.
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S-S-SH! ORIENTAL WISEACRES WARN!

SANKA, THE SEER, and the musical Sanka Mystics, who collaborate in the unique
program given by the Sanka Coffee Company, from WEAF every Tuesday at 7:30

P. M., EDST.

Three N. Y. Stations
Pick Site in N. J. Town

Washington
Responding to two applications received

from New York broadcasting stations for
permission to move their transmitting ap-
paratus from New York City to Secaucus,
N. J., 0. H. Caldwell, member of the Fed-
eral Radio Commission, sent a telegram
explaininc, that no action could be taken
until a full quorum of the Commission is
present in Washington.

Father James F. Cronin, manager of
WLWL, owned by the Paulist Fathers,
was the recipient of the telegram. An ap-
plication similar to that of WLWL was
recently received from Franklin Ford, who
manages WHAP, New York City. About
a month ago permission to remove its
transmitter from the roof of the Hotel
Majestic in New York City to Secaucus,
N. J., was granted Station WGL.

Following is the full text of the tele-
gram to Father Cronin:

"Approval Secaucus, N. J., site cannot
be granted without quorum of Commis-
sion, available about July 24. Site selected
should be at least one wave -length distant
from WGL, now under erection at Secau-
cus. For your information, WHAP also
negotiating for Secaucus site. Believe
you should all three agree fully before
proceeding."

May Export Report
A rise in the export values of electrical

equipment is noted for May in the monthly
compilation by the electrical equipment divi-
sion, Department of Commerce. Radio
equipment shared in the increase.

The full text of the statement follows:
"May exports of electrical equipment at

$8,835,563 show an increase of $1,371,265
over May, 1926, and $153,605 over April
of this year.

Exports of radio apparatus registered
a $262,252 increase during May of this
year as compared with the same month
a year ago but decreased $58,361 as com-
pared with April of this year. There was
a gain in receiving sets and receiving set
components and accessories but a decline
in tubes and transmitting sets and parts."

BOY IS HARP VIRTUOSO

`MOTHER" STONER and David
Vivian, harpist virtuoso, who are heard in
the Royal Rhythmic Rhyme and Reason
program, through the red network of the
National Broadcasting Company, every

Friday at 5 P. M., EDST.

Buick Uses 3 Big Chains
Same Night, Sets Record

For the first time in the history of the
National Broadcasting Company its facili-
ties have been engaged on a nationwide
scale for the distribution of a "sponsored
program" to all three of its networks, the
"Red," "Blue" and "Pacific," on the same
evening, officials of the company announced.
These three networks, estimated by N. B. C.
officials to be capable of carrying radio
presentations to every listener in the United
States, will be utilized on Saturday eve-
ning, July 23, for the distribution of three
separate and distinct special programs spon-
sored by the Buick Motor Company of
Flint, Michigan.

Each of the three networks maintained
by the National Broadcasting Company
will distribute to its associated stations, the
total numbering 40, a radio presentation of
one hour's duration direct from the studios
of the "key" station of each chain.

The Blue Network, headed by WJZ, New
York, will broadcast from 9 to 10 P. M.,
Eastern Daylight Saving Time, a program
featuring Arthur Pryor and his band.

The Red Network, with WEAF, New
York, as its "key" station, will function
from 10 to 11 P. M., Eastern Daylight
Saving Time. "Roxy" will give a "super -
presentation" for the occasion. Of interest
in this connection is the fact that "Roxy"
announces that the fee which he is re-
ceiving from the Buick Motor Company
will be turned over to charity.

The Pacific Network, consisting of seven
leading broadcasting stations on the Pacific
Coast and in the Northwest, will simul-
taneously broadcast a sixty -minute radio
presentation from 9 to 10 P. M., Pacific
Time (12 P. M. to 1 A. M., E. D. S. T.),
direct from the National Broadcasting
Company's studios in San Francisco.

Message Communication
Established to Manila

Radio communication was recently es-
tablished between the United States and
the Philipines by the Radio Corporation
of America. General James G. Harbord,
president of the R. C. A., sent the first
messages of greeting to Manuel Quezon,
president of the Philippine Senate and
Colonel C. H. Nance, vice-president of
the R. C. A.

The greetings of General Harbord
were transmitted by wire from New York
to San Francisco, and then sent over the
direct radio circuit to Manila. The trans-

mitting station at the Philippines is
stationed just outside Manila, on an eight -
acre tract of land. The short short-wave
transoceanic and marine transmitters, as
well as a broadcast transmitter which
supplies the Philippines populace with
regular program service, are housed here.
Two steel towers, 300 feet high and 700
feet apart, support the antennae used for
the marine and broadcasting service.
Four steel towers, 165 feet high and 290
feet apart, support the antennae of the
transoceanic set.
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eani g Away the Rattles
A Discussion of Parasitic Effects In Speakers

By H. B. Herman
Acoustical Expert

FIG. 1 FIG. 2
The radial method of ribbing the radiating surface, particularly

circular structures in which there is no pronounced grain in the material. (Fig. 1,
at left.) The edge of the circle is supposed to be comparatively- rigid and the driving
force is supposed to be applied in the center of the black spot. The midway ring
may represent the outer periphery of an inner strengthening circle or it may be a
circular rib. Fig. 2, at right, illustrates one way of ribbing a rectangular radiating
surface made of Lata Balsa wood. There are four long crosswise ribs running three -
fifths the length of the surface. Then there are two lengthwise ribs on top of these,
designed to distribute the vibrations to the crosswise ribs. The driver is connected
to the center and the force is communicated to long ribs by cross ribs. The short

crosswise and diagonal ribs are intended for breaking up parasitic vibrations.

THE search for the perfect loudspeaker
goes on unabated. Apparently it

will go on for some time to come. It
seems that most speakers have some ob-
jectionable features, though many of the
present speakers when operating in con-
junction with a good audio amplifier are
very good.

Sound radiation efficiency at low fre-
quencies is one of the aims which ex-
perimenters strive to attain. They h
found that one of two conditions must
be satisfied if the low frequencies are to
be brought out. One of these is that
the sounding board or radiator should be
large, that is, it should be of the same
order of size as the length of the sound
wave which is to be radiated from it.
The other condition is that the ampli-
tude of the vibrati',n of the radiator
should be great. If the amplitude is great
enough the radiation efficiency will be
satisfactory even with a small sound
board.

It is a rather simple matter to satisfy
either one or both of these conditions.
But it is not sufficient to have a loud-
speaker which is efficient at low fre-
quencies alone. It must also be efficient
and faithful at the higher audio frequen-
cies. If the speaker is made efficient at
the low, it will be very likely deficient
at the high. It will not do to make a
speaker which is partial to either the
high or the low.

Great Mass Lags
The mechanical impedance of the

sounding board has a great deal to do
with the efficiency of the radiator at dif-
ferent frequencies. If the vibrating ;mass
of the radiator is very great the sounding

suitable for

board cannot follow the higher frequen-
cies. These frequencies are suppressed
by a heavy mass just as they are sup-
pressed by a high series inductance.
Hence to bring out the high notes the
sounding body must be very light. The
low notes will be brought out very well
even when the vibrating body is heavy,
rather than because of the fact.

Tt is also necessary to have some rigid -
.n the sounding board. But if this

rigidity be too great it will be impossible
to bring out the low notes. No appre-
ciable amplitude can be imparted to the
sounding board by the driving unit.
Hence to bring out the low notes the
rigidity must not be too great. The high
notes will be brought out well when the
radiator is fairly rigid. The effect of
rigidity of the radiator is similar to the
effect of a series condenser.

Must Compromise
It is obvious that if a single speaker

is to handle both the high and the low
notes fairly well a compromise is neces-
sary. The radiator must be made light
in weight and at the same time rigid.
This combination of lightness of weight
with fair rigidity is equivalent to a series
circuit of a small inductance and a large
condenser. Such a circuit offers no ex-
tremes in reactances and neither does the
sound radiator.

The amplitude of vibration is usually
limited by the structure of the driving
unit. The amplitude cannot be greater
than the distance between the armature
and the pole pieces of the driver. This
distance in turn cannot be made very
large and retain the sensitivity of the
unit. This limiting condition leaves us

only the size of the radiator to play with.
It must be made large if the low tones
are to be brought out.

When the sounding board is_rnade large
it is difficult not to gain size at the
sacrifice of rigidity or the increase of
mass. It is usually better to increase the
mass and gain rigidity than the reverse.
To make the sounding surface large and
flexible favors the low notes too much
and militates against the high to such an
extent that they are almost absent. But
the high notes must be present for in-
telligibility. Therefore we, must maintain
the rigidity even if mass has to be added
to get it.

Why a Cone Is Used
The object of the conical structure in

speakers is to get rigidity out of a very
light material of large radiating surface.
But the conical structure is not the only
way to compromise, though it may be
the simplest.. The method of ribbing in
a flat structure can also be used to good
advantage, as in the Lata Balsa wood
speakers. The ribs serve to distribute
the force applied at a point over the
whole surface.

Flexibility in the radiating structure is
ruinous to radiation efficiency. An ex-
treme case of flexibility is an elastic
rubber membrane moderately stretched

is coupled to this no more sound will be
radiated than that radiated by the mov-
ing parts of the unit itself. The rubber
is only moving at a point. Stretch the
rubber a little more and the radiating
efficiency is slighly improved. Substitute
a stretched animal membrane for the
rubber and the radiating efficiency is still
more improved. Now if very light but
rigid ribs be cemented radically to the
membrane and the driving rod of the
unit be connected firmly to the common
center of the ribs without adding appre-
ciable weight to the assembly, the radia-
tion efficiency will be very good. Do the
same with light and very thin wood and
the same radiation efficiency will be ob-
tained.

Peaks at Various Points
The lighter and thinner the wood is,

the more thorough will the ribbing have
to be in order to distribute the force uni-
formly over the radiating surface. If
the force is not well distributed the effect
will be like the elastic rubber membrane,
or very nearly as bad.

It is well known that most speakers
have many frequencies of intense re-
sponse, that is, natural frequencies of
vibration. In some forms of structure
these frequencies fall at simple harmonic
intervals, while in others they fall at in-
tervals which are not simple harmonic
but of more complex relationship. If the
response at these frequencies is not
greatly exaggerated it is not noticeable
except by measurement, but if it is very
intense, unpleasant blasting and over-
loading of the speaker will result. The
intensity of the response at the various
natural frequencies of vibration will de-
pend on the rigidity and the mass of the

.

vibrating body as well as on the radiation
efficiency or power absorption of the
radiator.

If the mass of the radiator is great and
if the stiffness o the structure is ai,o

(Continued on next page)
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Her
e sed for Input ti

By Peter Mack
ASINGLE earphone can be employed,
with excellent results, as a micro-

phone. Phonograph music or voice can
be reproduced through the audio end of
your set in this way. Ways of hooking
up the phone unit are shown in Fig. 1.

In all cases it is necessary to have a
sensitive phone unit, e. g., a pair of Frost
fones, while the diaphragm must vibrate
very freely. When speaking, the unit
should be placed quite close up to the
mouth. When using the phonograph, the
unit should he placed as far in the sound
box as possible. Otherwise nothing will
be heard.

In the top diagram of Fig. 1, the
simplest way of hooking up the unit is
shown, e. g., by just connecting the
phone cord tips directly across the P and
B post of the transformer. This may also
be the input circuit of a resistance, im-
pedance or double impedance audio cir-
cuit. Below this circuit diagram to the
left, the exact connections are exemplified.
To the right of this circuit, the connec-
tions for a double circuit jack which can
be used in for the insertion of the phone
unit are shown. The last circuit on the
bottom shows how two double circuit
jacks may be utilized, one for inserting
the phone unit at the audio input and the
other for inserting a pair of phones for
listening in at the detector output. When
using these double circuit jacks, the con-
nections to the inner and outer terminals
should be made carefully. The outer
terminals of the double circuit jacks used
for the puipose of connecting in the
phone unit as a mike, always go to the
input posts of the amplifier. In the cir-
cuit, where the detector output is being
listened to, the outer terminals are
brought to the plate post of the socket

91
FIG. I

How a phone unit, used as a mike, is
hooked up to the input circuit of audio

amplifier.

and to the B plus post of the battery.
The inner terminals of both jacks in this
arrangement are connected together.

Should you find that the signals are not
loud enough, apply more B voltage to the
plates of the tube. Do not expect good
results, unless you use at least two stages
of transformer coupling, or three stages
of any other type of coupling. A power
tube in the last stage, will not only boost
the intensity of the signals, but also help
to clarify it to a great extent.

The leads from the phone unit should
not be too long, for the longer they are
the more energy you use, and conse-
quently the more B voltage it is neces-
sary to apply.

F
hones

nnel

WBAL roadeasting
Amplified in Park

Baltimore.
Extending its programs to include the

outdoor public, WBAL broadcasts to one
of Baltimore' biggest parks, so that
10,000 persons there hear the musical
features.

A few weeks ago WBAL, of which
Frederick R. Huber is- director, purchased
an amplifying system, known technically
as a No. 1 Public Address System.

The first big event which Baltimoreans
generally were enabled to enjoy via this
amplifying system was the inaugural cere-
mony of Mayor William F. Broening, last
May. This civic ceremony was amplified
with much satisfaction.

Announcement that the first radio park
concert in the history of the city would
take place, attracted wide attention and
the musical experiment was watched with
interest. As a special feature for this
initial park radio concert, Mr. Huber ar-
ranged a patriotic program, with singing
by a male quartet; also a violin recital.

Four Here, Three There,
?Iiaily Ocean Phoning

London.
About three calls a day are now being

made from London and vicinity on the
trans -Atlantic telephone to America.
From the United States, about four a
day are made. It is said expenses are be-
ing met, but that profitable business soon
will he attained.

Secti nal Vibration Chief Cause of Rattles
(Continued from preceding page)

very great, the response at the various
natural frequencies of vibration will be
exaggerated. On the other hand, if the
mass is small and the structure is not too
rigid the responses at the natural fre-
quencies will be only slightly greater
than at other frequencies.

The Case of Rattles
Power losses due to friction of various

types will help to smooth out the re-
sponse characteristic by cutting more ,off
the peaks than off the troughs. These
losses may be in the form of electric
resistance in the wiring, in eddy current
losses in the magnetic structure, of fric-
tion in the vibrating material.

As is well known, rattles develop in
many sounding surfaces. It is the custom
to attribute these either to blasting of
the speaker unit or to loose parts in the
sounding board. They are almost invari-
ably due to sectional vibration of the
sounding body, and they correspond to
parasitic resonance circuits in complex
hook-ups. For example, at some fre-
quency the inductance of a coil may form
a resonant circuit with its own distributed
capacity or with some other capacity with
which is is coupled.  Again, the dead end
turns of a radio frequency coil may form
a power absorbing circuit because their
inductance and distributed capacity will
resonate with some frequency impressed

upon it in some manner. It may be a
harmonic of the frequency to which the
main coil is tuned. The rattle in the
speaker is due to the fact that some por-
tion of the unit or the sound board re-
sonates with the frequency at which the
whole should vibrate as a unit.

The Location of the Rattle
This form of rattle is invariably heard

when a flat piece of wood of large di-
mensions is the sounding board. It can
also be heard frequently in paper cones
and cylinders used as radiators. Usually
when the latter are used the frequency
at which the rattle is likely to develop
is much higher than when a heavier
wooden board is used as the radiator. In
either case it is usually possible to detect
what part of the radiating surface which
is responsible for the mutinous vibration.
It is then a simple matter so to rib the
offending section as to break up the
vibratory tendency. The rattles will dis-
appear.

When the driving rod connecting the
unit with the sounding board is long and
slender it will sometimes vibrate trans-
versely. This vibration of course will
be communicated to the sounding board
and a rattle will develop. This can be
remedied by rapping a little rubber or
friction tape around the driving rod. It
can also be stopped by shortening and
stiffening the rod, if that is possible.

In ribbing wood sounding boards to
stop parasitic vibrations due attention
should be paid to the grain of the wood
and to the direction of the vibration.
The disturbance is not likely to occur
lengthwise with the grain because the
structure in that direction is stiff, but is
more likely to occur across the grain
where the stiffness is less. The ribs then
should be placed across the grain of the
wood in those sections which happen to
be unruly.

Where Center Should Be
It is also well to remember that the

point of application of the driver unit
is the source of the sound and that ribs
should be placed radially with respect
to this point. The requirement might
modify the crosswise placement of the
section ribs somewhat. Therefore, insome cases the section ribs would be
placed diagonally with the grain.

In the case of paper sounding boards
there may or may not be a grain which
must be considered. If there is any grain
it will not be so pronounced as to require
a change in the direction of ribbing. The
radial direction with respect to the point
of application of the loudspeaker unit isthe main consideration.

ALL for 25 cents-One blueprint of the
5 -tube Diamond and one booklet on con-structing the set. Radio World, 145 W.45th St., N. Y. C.
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Noon -Time Orchestra
Surprisingly Popular

Chicago.
The fallacy that there are very few

radio listeners at "noon" has been brought
home by WBBM, Chicago. Several
weeks ago the station began its noon
program which opens at twelve -forty Chi-
cago time and continues until 2 P. M.
The outstanding event on the program is
the playing of Gus C. Edwards and his
orchestra from the Terrace Gardens. On
this short program the orchestra presents
some forty minutes of the latest dance
selections.

The public response to this program has
been beyond the greatest expectations of
the station. Never was more fan mail re-
ceived on any program of like duration
presented during the most popular eve-
ning hours. The country folk, smaller
towns and the surrounding cities are
equally enthusiastic over the noon -day
broadcast-and so of course WBBM, Chi-
cago, will continue this popular feature.

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION
There is a difference of opinion as to

-whether a more practical way of build-
ing a resistance coupled amplifier is by
using smaller condensers and larger grid
leaks or smaller grid leaks, and larger
condensers some favoring condensers
of .006 mfd., because they produce only a
10% cut-off of 30 cycles, and others pre-
ferring higher values of capacity because
of the greater facility for changing the
value of the grid leak to meet a required
condition.

Dead Spot of Stations
is Still a Live Issue

By Carrol J. Burnside
Staff Engineer, Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Co.
Generally speaking, the reason for

broadcasting is to gain an audience. The
idea is much the same as that behind a
newspaper. The paper prints news and
other interesting information to draw the
attention of the reader and gain an
audience with him, so that advertising or
news of commercial value may be set be-
fore him in a pleasant and inviting way.
So it is with the broadcaster.

He gains the atention of the public and
pleases by means of entertaining and
educational programs and then commer-
cializes this attention by advertising in
an agreeable and engaging way.

The value of the newspaper as a com-
mercial medium lies in its audience, its
circulation. And in the case of the broad-
casting station its value lies in the size
of its audience, its "coverage"-the ter-
ritory over which it can be reliably heard.

Station Must Reach Out
Good programs, well presented, are

worthless commercially if they do not
reach the listeners. Therefore, coverage
is important above all else. It is useless
to go on with the play if the curtain is
not raised, even though the house be
"sold to the doors."

Coverage depends upon the power of
the broadcasting station and the density
of population of the territory surrounding
the station. These factors can be taken
into consideration when the station is
erected but there is one "joker" to the
proposition that never shows up until the
station is completed and in operation.
That is the elusive "dead spot." Because
of this phenomenon the broadcasting sta-
tions whose programs are heard in for-
eign countries are sometimes unheard in
certain localities only a few miles distant
from the station.

Reason Still a Mystery
Why? Well, at present no particular

reason for these so-called "dead spots"
has been demonstrated. Several theories
have been advanced to prove that the
cause may be laid to mineral deposits at
or near the dead spot, radio "shadows"
caused by mountain ranges, etc. over the
dead spot, and other ideas, numerous but
unsubstantiated. But, while the reasons
and proofs are lacking, the "dead spots"
are very much in evidence. The solution
is not to worry about why they are
present, but how to get around their det-
rimental effects .

In 1921 the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company erected its New
Englartd station, WBZ, in Springfield,
Mass. This station was to have the New
England states for its coverage, as well
as adjacent Canadian provinces. The
station met with popular approval and
its signals were often heard in every
State of the Union and province of Can-
ada.

Dead Spot in Boston
The coverage was much better than

expected, except for one spot and this,
ironically, was the most important and
densely populated spot in New England-
the City of Boston. WBZ's signal, while
loud and clear on all sides of this great
city, was weak and unreliable on the loud-
speakers of the listeners in Boston.

First, the power of WBZ was increased
and though this added to the reports of
reception in distant places it did not ap-
preciably affect the reception in Boston.
The final solution to the problem was an

engineering feat of no small importance.
A second station, WBZA, was erected
with only sufficient power to reach the
listeners of Boston. The program being
sent out from WBZ in Springfield was
simultaneously transmitted from WBZA
so that Boston was receiving the program
sent out by WBZ, but the signal was ac-
tually coming from WBZA. This WBZA
was just an auxiliary or "booster" station.

Congestion Caused Change
This booster was temporarily operated

on a different wave -length than that of
WBZ and the system then operated as
two stations putting out the same program
at the same time but on different fre-
quencies.

About this time the wave -band crowd-
ing situation arose and the synchronization
of WBZ-WBZA released the extra wave
channel occupied by WBZA, yet, still
retaining the advantage of this station's
booster action.

Thus the first successful operation of
two stations in synchronism on the same
wavelength was achieved. WBZ in
Springfield and WBZA in Boston are
now operated in synchronism, transmit-
ting the same program on the same wave-
length simultaneously. Another so-called
impossibility had been accomplished and
another milestone in radio and scientific
history had been passed.

Set to Every 20 Persons,
Is Canada's Record

Ottawa, Ont.
Canada ranks second to the United

States in the per capita ownership of
radio receiving sets, according to figures
compiled by the Radio Branch of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries.
There is one radio to every thirty persons
in the Dominion, the department estim-
ates, while the United States record is
one to every twenty inhabitants.

Radio sets in Canadian homes number
300,000, a bulletin of the department sets
forth, Radios in the United States total
6,000,000. Ontario leads in radio owner-
ship, followed by the prairie provinces
of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
Settlers in pioneer areas keep in touch
with centers of population by radios which
have banished the traditional isolation of
farm life.

There are fifty-five commercial broad-
casting stations in the Dominion, accord-
ing to the bulletin. In addition, the Gov-
ernment has established a chain of forty-
eight coast stations on the Pacific, the
Atlantic and the Great Lakes to provide
communication facilities with 500 miles
of the Canadian coast. These stations
give aid to navigation, communicate with
ships in distress and broadcast informa-
tion to navigators covering weather fore-
casts, hurricane warnings, and dangers
to navigation in particular areas.

Grateful Fans Send
Logs to Commission

General conditions on the air have been
improved considerably, according to ad -
vices received by the Federal Radio Com-
mission. No radical changes are ex-
pected when licenses are renewed.

Many fans, especially the DX ones, are
enthusiastic over reception at this time of
the year. Many of them are sending in
their logs to the Commission.
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Volume Control in AC Sets
DC Practices Ruled Out In Most Cases

By D ragman Ferrup

A RADIO FREQUENCY stage in a circuit in which the filaments are heated by alternating current (Fig. 1). The rheostat
R which is ordinarily used as a volume control cannot be used for that purpose when placed as in this arrangement. It unbalancesthe circuit and introduces hum. Fig. 2 is an arrangement of the volume control rheostat and the potentiometer that can be used
because changes in the rheostat setting will not upset the balance of the potentiometer. Other tubes can be heated by the sametransformer if the leads are taken off as shown. Fig. 3 illustrates a radio frequency stage with AC on the filament and a variable

high resistance R in the plate circuit for controlling the volume. This method is not suitable because it will introduce hum.

MHE methods used for controlling vol-
ume in sets operating with direct cur-

rent on the filaments are not always
applicable when AC is used to heat the
filaments. Particularly, some of the
methods for volume control which have
come to be regarded as standard are not
at all suitable when AC is used on the
filaments.

Suppose that Fig. I represents a radio
frequency amplifier using AC on the fila-
ment. B is the plate battery, P a poten-
tiometer by means of which the potential
of the mid -point of the filament is found,
and R is a rheostat. Let us assume first
that the rheostat is set with zero resist-
ance in. Normal volume is the result
The position of the slider of the poten-
tiometer is set so that there is a minimum
of hum, that is, the slider is set at the
electrical center of the potentiometer re-
sistance, which is at the same potential
as the mid -point of the filament.

Now it may be that the volume is too
great and it must be reduced. One of the
most satisfactory volume controls in a
radio frequency amplifier operated on
direct current is a rheostat in the filament
lead by means of which the heating cur-
rent can be cut down. Suppose we at-
tempt to control the volume the same
way in the AC heated set. As the slider
of the rheostat R is moved, resistance is
introduced in one leg of the filament cir-
cuit.

Balance Is Upset
The volume is cut down just as if the

filament had been heated with direct cur-
rent, but the potentiometer's balance is
upset and a hum is introduced. The more
the volume is cut down the worse is the
unbalance and hence the worse is the
hum. Not only does the rheostat increase
the absolute value of the hum but also
the relative value, because as the hum
increases the volume decreases. This
method of volume control is therefore
wholly unsuitable.

An improvement in the rheostat method
of control as applied to AC heated tubes
is shown in Fig. 2. The circuit is essen-

tially the same as shown in Fig. 1 except
that the potentiometer has been placed
above the rheostat so that a change in
the does
the balance of the potentiometer with
respect to the filament. This method of
connection limits thu use of the poten-
tiometer to a single tube. If the same
heating transformer secondary winding is
to be used for other tubes in the set, the
leads for the filaments of these tubes will
have to be taken off the transformers
below the rheostat. Thus the same wind-
ing can be used for all the tubes in the
set, provided that the rheostat is used for
one tube only. Also, the rheostat method
of volume control can be used provided
that the potentiometer is connected above
the rheostat. It also appears from Fig. 2
that a separate B battery will have to be
used for the tube in which the volume is
controlled with a rheostat. If not, true
balance cannot be obtained.

The Plate Circuit Rheostat
One of the favorite methods of volume

control in the radio frequency level is a
variable high resistance in the plate lead
to the tube. This method is shown for an
AC heated circuit in Fig. 3. A true balance
can be obtained for the RF tube by means
of the potentiometer P, and a change in
the setting of the plate resistance R will
not affect the balance so long as the grid
bias for any of the tubes in the circuit
is not obtained from a voltage drop.

It a resistance is placed in the common
plate return of several tubes the plate
DC currents from these tubes will cause
a drop in the resistance and this drop can
he used as a grid bias. However, the
common resistance will cause interaction
between the several circuits which will
give rise to a hum, or regeneration will
take place in the circuit as a result of the
coupling in the common resistance, and
this regeneration will accentuate any
hum present.

It might be pointed out that the arms
of the potentiometer will constitute a
common resistance of high enough value
to cause hum, although this resistance

cannot be used for obtaining a grid bias.
There is one method of volume control
apparently available in a set using AC
on the filaments which is not available
when DC is used, and that is control of
the power in the primary of the heating
transformer, as shown in Fig. 4. Three
different methods can be used. The first
is by means of taps on the primary wind-
ing. When it is desired to increase the
volume the number of turns used in the
primary is reduced, and conversely, when
it is desired to decrease the volume the
number of primary turns is increased.
This method is not illustrated in Fig. 4.

The second method is to employ a rheo-
stat in the primary winding, shown at R
in Fig. 4. When it is desired to increase
or decrease the volume, resistance is
thrown out or in respectively, by means
of R. This involves power loss, just as
rheostat control does anywhere. The
third method is the use of a variable in-
ductance choke coil in the primary, as
Ch in Fig. 4. The primary current can be
throttled down to any desired value by
means of this variable choke and the
volume controlled accordingly. The ad-
vantage of using a choke coil in this
manner is that the volume can be con-
trolled without loss of energy.

At first though it would seem that one
of the three methods of controlling vol-
ume by varying the primary current would
be ideal. But not so, not unless the trans-
former so operated supplied the filament
current for a single tube. If the trans-
former also supplied the filament current
for the other tubes in the circuit as well
as the power for the B eliminator, any
operation on the primary current would
affect the filament currents in all the
tubes in the set as well as all the plate
potentials. To control volume by throt-
tling down the filament current in the
audio amplifier tubes is the worst way it
can be done. To control volume by re-
ducing the plate potentials is not much
better. Hence the method for volume
control that seemed so satisfactory at first

(Concluded on next page)
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THE volume in a receiver in which the filaments are heated by AC can be controlled from the primary of the supply trans-former as shown in Fig. 4. Three variations are available. The first is by means of taps on the primary of the transformer, not
shown, the second is by means of a rheostat R, and the third is by means of the variable choke coil Ch. Any one of the methods
can be used for varying the primary current and hence for varying the output power. Fig. 5 depicts a very good method of con-
trolling volume in a set using AC on the filaments. L1L2 is a variocoupler. By adjusting the coupling between the two coils

any desired volume can be obtained without introducing any undesirable effects.

(Concluded front preceding page)
is really not available at all unless a trans-
former is used separately for the filament
current of the radio frequency amplifier
alone.

Any successful volume control, whether
in DC or AC sets, should be so arranged
that the filament currents and the plate
potentials of the audio frequency ampli-
fier tubes remain unaltered when the con-
trol is adjusted. Only the grid AC poten-
tials should be altered.

In Fig. 5 we have the radio frequency
stage of a circuit in which the filaments
are heated with alternating current, and
in which a suggestion is made for control-
ling the volume without tampering with
the filament currents or the plate poten-
tials. It is simply a variocoupler between
the antenna and the first tube. The
coupling between the antenna coil Ll and
the tuning coil L2 can be made as loose
or as close as desired, within reasonable
limits, of course. By means of this con-

trol it is possible to vary the radio fre-
quency input to adjust the volume to
almost any desired value without in the
slightest altering the filament current and
the plate potential. Only the signal level
is changed when the coupling is changed.

The variocoupler has long since passed
out of popularity and therefore not many
will take kindly to the suggestion. Most
persons probably will dismiss it as a retro-
gression. Nevertheless the scheme works
where many other and more popular de-
vices fail.

Why Shielding is Necessary
If the variocoupler method of control is

to be successful, certain precautions must
be observed. The variocoupler controls
the amount of energy that is transferred
from its primary to its secondary. It does
not control the amount of radio frequency
energy that gets to the detector. The
precaution necessary in building the set is
to see that the detector does not get

Radio Gets Big Credit
for Hawaiian Flight

Persons interested in aviation as well as
the general public hailed the successful
flight by Ernest L. Smith and Emery B.
Bronte, civilian pilots, from Oakland, Cal.,
to one of the Hawaiian Islands as a
triumph of modern mechanism and sci-
ence. It was further evidence of the re-
liability of modern planes, of motors, of
navigating equipment, and of radio.

Lloyd Bertaud, who is preparing to fly
to Rome in the Fall in a multimotored
plane: "What stands out about this
flight is the way radio showed what it
could do. Wherever Smith and Bronte
landed they would have done a good job,
considering the work of the radio. I am
completely sold on radio and would not
think of making a flight without one.
Radio and an adequate cruising margin in
the case of adverse weather are the two
most important factors in long-distance
flights."

Elmer Sperry, inventor: "This flight
emphasizes the importance of radio equip-
ment in long flights."

Captain Rene Fonck, French war ace,
who plans a flight to Paris in a heavy
multimotored plane this Fall: "The radio

is one of the most important adjuncts of
a transoceanic flight and will have its
place on my Sikorsky plane when I fly
over in a few weeks. There is no ques-
tion that, if these men had come down at
sea as reported, the radio would have
meant the saving of lives."

Walter Hinton, pilot of the U. S. Navy
seaplane that made the first transatlantic
flight in the Spring of 1919: "The future
of air navigation depends on radio, and
Smith and Bronte's flight vindicates this
belief. The radio is of far more im-
portance in aerial navigation than it is
on ships because the danger from a plane
wreck at sea is greater than the danger
from shipwreck. In passenger airplanes
traveling over great distances the radio
will be used as a means of communication
with ships and land; but its real im-
portance lies in its use as a means of
determining direction and bearings."

Chance Vought, airplane manufacturer:
". . . As important as anything are the
instruments used in this sort of navigat-
ing, and radio is one of the most im-
portant, if this flight is any criterion, and
I think it is."

any radio frequency energy from stray
sources. In other words, if the vario-
coupler is to be successful as a volume
control the circuit as a whole must be
completely shielded from external radio
disturbances, except the antenna and
ground. Not only should the set as a
whole be shielded but if there are several
radio stages in the receiver, each one
should be carefully shielded from the rest.
The response of the volume to changes
in the coupling between LI and L2 de-
pends directly on the thoroughness with
which the shielding has been done.

One method of volume control which is
not available when AC is used is the po-
tentiometer for varying the grid bias.
That is fortunate. This method of volume
control is used particularly in Super -
Heterodynes.

But there is one method of controlling
volume which is equally applicable to sets
operating on AC and on DC on the fila-
ments. That method is the high resist-
ance potentiometer in the grid circuit of
one of the audio tubes. It should be
placed in the grid circuit of the first audio
frequency tube in the circuit. It should
have a total resistance of .5 megohm or
more. It is best used in the audio end
of the circuit, but if the receiver is a
Super -Heterodyne, and an additional con-
trol is necessary, one can also be placed
in the grid circuit of the first intermediate
frequency amplifier.

It is not recommended in any of the
radio frequency stages, although it will
work there too. It will not work so well
at high frequency because of capacity
effects which tend to short-circuit the
radio frequency circuits.

WHAM in New Home
To Use 5,000 Watts

Rochester.
With the work on the huge antenna

toasts and the operating quarters for the
new broadcasting station of WHAM
(Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufac-
turing Company) being rushed to com-
pletion on Phillips Hill, near Victor, four-
teen miles from this city, the arrival at
the site of a carload of new equipment
was accompanied by an announcement
that the new station will employ five
kilowatts of power (5,000 watts).

The Federal Radio Commission has
granted the construction permit for the
erection. It is expected that the new sta-
tion will be on the air by the middle of
next month.
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INFORMATION regarding the three -
tube regenerative set using a loop, de-
scribed on page 18 of the June 25 issue of
RADIO WORLD, is desired.

(1)-Is the rheostat inserted in series
with the minus A, minus B lead?

(2)-Could an -01A tube be used in the
first AF stage and a 112 in the second?
Using this combination, what B and C
voltage, would you suggest?

(3)-Could the variable condenser in the
grid and plate circuits be placed on a com-
mon shaft?

(4)-Is it possible to use a loop, which
is untapped, the tap being made?

-CHAS. HARTELLMAN, Falkland,
N. C.

(1)-Yes.
(2)-Use one hundred and thirty-five

volts on the plate of the -01A tube and
use a nine volt C battery. Use one hun-
dred and fifty-seven and one-half volts on
the plate of the 112 and a ten -and -one-
half -volt C battery. The same B and C
voltage as used for the -01A may also
be used for the 112, the volume being
only a trifle less. Be sure that the rheo
stat is capable of passing one ampere.

(3)-No.
(4)-Yes.

* * *
I HAVE a five -tube set. In it, a regen-

erative radio -frequency amplifier, a non -
regenerative detector and two stages of
transformer coupled audio amplification
are used. The results are good. I would,
however, like to get more distant recep-
tion. Would you suggest adding another
radio -frequency amplifier tube?

-L. J. MULWARD, Atlantic City, N. J.
No.

* * *

WHERE CAN I get reliable informa-
tion on how to design radio frequency
coils, how to calculate the inductance of
coils and how to measure the efficiency'
of tuned circuits?

-FRANCIS TALLEY, Seattle, Wash.
In.Bureau of Standards Circular No. 74,

which can be obtained for 60 cents from
the Superintendent of Documents, Gov-
ernment Printing Offices, Washington,
D. C.

* * *
I HAVE a Superdyne receiver which

has given me god service for several
years, but now I desire to bring it upto date. Will you kindly give me your
suggestions how to improve its selectivity,
sensitivity, and the quality of reproduc-
tion.

(1)-Which are better, SLF or SLW
condensers?

(2)-How can 1 increase the sensitivity
of the receiver without adding more
stages?

3)-Will transformer coupling in the
audio amplifier give me good quality if
I use up-to-date transformers?

(4)-Is it necessary to use a grid bias
to get the best results out of the receiver?

-SHELDON WILSON, Emporia, Kan-
sas.

(1)-There is no difference between the
two types of condensers as far as effi-
ciency is concerned, but it is somewhat
easier to tune in short wave stations with
the SLF condenser.

(2)-By using some form of regenera-
tion and by employing higher plate volt-
ages on the amplifiers.

(3)-Yes.
(4)-Absolutely.
See Fig. 554 for a good diagram to fol-

low in rebuilding your receiver.
* * *

I HAVE a five -tube battery operated
receiver which has worked fine for sev-
eral years, but recently it has lost volume
and at times it howls loudly. What can I
do to restore it to its former condition?

-DAVID A. FRANKS, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada.

The loss in volume is no doubt due to a
gradual decrease in the efficiency of one
or more of the tubes. Replace with new
tubes. The howling is probably due to
the combination of exhausted tubes and
exhausted B batteries. A large by-pass
condenser, at least 1 mfd., across the
plate battery, should stop the squeal.

* * *

I AM contemplating building a portable
receiver to entertain the gang in camp
this Summer but I am undecided what
type of receiver to build. Will you please
answer the following questions to help
me decide?

(1)-What is the best type of circuit
to use for reliable reception of stations
about 100 miles distant?

(2)-Can dry cell tubes be used through-
out the receiver? Is it necessary to in-
clude power tubes?

(3)-Which is better, a loop or an an-
tenna for picking up the signals?

-JOHN CLIFFORD, Bronx, N. Y.
City.

(1)-The Super -Heterodyne is the best
type for portable use because it is the
most sensitive and .selective.

(2)-Yes, you can use dry cell tubes
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throughout. A UX120 tube may be used
in the last stage .

(3)-An open circuit antenna always
picks up more energy than a loop and is
therefore preferable when extreme sensi-
tivity is required. It is much easier to
install a first rate open circuit antenna in
camp than it is in a crowded city.

* .* *

WHAT. is the best intermediate fre-
quency to use in a Super -Heterodyne re-
ceiver? I have decided to build such a
receiver but don't know what intermediate
transformers to use.

-CHARLES HUBBARD, Houston,
Texas.

The choice of intermediate frequency is
always a compromise. The lower the
frequency, the greater is the amplifica-
tion. Hence a low frequency is desired.
It cannot be lower than about 20,000
cycles because lower frequencies are
audible. When low frequencies are used
the receiver becomes too selective, yet
more interference is encountered. Hence
high frequencies are gaining in favor.
Frequencies lying between 60,000 and
150,000 cycles are suitable, with 110,000
a satisfactory frequency in New York
City.

* * *

I HAVE a five -tube resistance coupled
receiver built according to the plans of a
well-known manufacturer. At first this
receiver gave excellent results and the
quality was all that could be desired. But
rem intly it started to stutter. What can
I co to make the set work right again?
I t se 180 volts of dry cell batteries on the
circuit, with 45 volts on the detector.

-EDWARD HIGGINS, Boise, Idaho.
You are experiencing the trouble called

"motorboating," which is caused by the
resistance in the B battery. A new B
'battery would be the simplest cure, but
not the most economical. The following
are some of the remedies for the trouble
in your case:

(1)-A large condenser across the B
battery, at least 1 mfd.

(2)-Put the detector as well as the
three audio amplifier tubes on 180 volts,
increasing the coupling resistor to the
detector to about .5 meg.

(3)-Adjust the grid bias on the audio
amplifiers to the proper value-from 3 to
4T/2 volts on the Daven mu 20 tubes or
at least 2 volts on the CX340 or UX240,
or 4,4 on 301A or 201A.

(4)-If a high pitched squeal develops
when suggestion (2) is followed, a 1 mfd.
condenser across the B battery will stop it.

(5)-If a very slow fluctuation in the
signal intensity occurs when suggestion
(2) is followed, decrease one of the grid
leaks in the audio amplifier. Sometimes
this fluctuation is so slow and complete
that the set is silent one minute and loud
and clear the next, and so on.

-OR

-0B
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Boldest Ideas Win,
Aylesworth Asserts

Recent successful experiments in tele-
vision in which persons were seen in the
act of telephoning by the ones spoken to,

41, Aurr,
Mit's

AIN1 1:41k.

TheWorldof Radio

isYours
Read John F. Rider's article in
this issue which specifies CeCo
Tubes. Types A, K, F and H.
Make a Good Receiver Better.

Write for Complete Data Sheet of
CeCo Tubes

C. E. Mfg. Co.,
INC.

Providence R. I.
U. S. A.

EI

RADIO
TUBES

are by no means the end of wonders that
may be accomplished by the radio. To
the contrary, the wildest dreams for its
development are not nonsense, said Mer-
lin H. Aylesworth, president of the Na-
tional Broadcasting company in an ex-
clusive interview given to the "American
Magazine" for August.

"Radio has shaken off the handicap of
taking limitations for granted. In radio,
and in pretty much everything else, the
men who dare to think most boldly, even
most absurdly, have been more nearly
right than those who have believed that
only the little things were possible," said
Mr. Aylesworth. He continued:

VICTOREEN
Super Coils
Send for Folder

Geo. W. Walker Co.
6528 Carnegie Avenue

Dept. B Cleveland, 0.

WANT DISTANCE?
Help your detector tube get far-
away stations with a

TILSON
VARIABLE GRID LEAK

attached in a second - 75 cents
at your dealer or direct from

TILSON & TILSON
154 Nassau Street New York

MIN

World "A" Power Unit-$12.75
Automatically provides even, unvarying "A" current from
your light socket. Absolutely noiseless. Assures full
tone quality from your set and wider D. X. range. Famous
WORLD quality-at less than half of the cost of any simi-
lar equipment. Shipped complete, subject to Inspection on
receipt of price, or C.O.D. if you wish. 25 amp. unit for
sets of 4 tubes or less. $12.75. 00 Amp unit for stets
of 5 tubes or more, 815.75. 5% discount If cash in full
le sent with order. Send order today. World Battery Co.,
1219 Se. Wabash Ave.. Dept. 82, Chicago, Ill.

Take Your Choice of 7
Other P blications
ForNEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers OrderingNO
Radio World has made arrangements
-To offer a year's subscription for any one of the following publications with one year's
subscription for RADIO WORLD
RADIO NEWS or POPULAR RADIO or SCIENCE AND INVENTION or BOYS' LIFE
or RADIO DEALER or RADIO (San Francisco) or RADIO AGE.

This is the way to get two publications
-for the price of one:
-Send $6.00 today for RADIO WORLD
-for one year (regular price
-for 52 numbers)
-and select any one of the other
-nine publications for twelve months.

-Add MN a year extra for
-Canadian or Foreign Postage.
-Present RADIO WORLD subscriber.
-can take advantage of this offer by
-extending subscriptions one year
-II they send renewals NOW!

Radio World's Special Two -for -Price -of -One Subscription Blank
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers),
beginning and also without additional cost, Popular Radio, or
Radio News, or Science and Invention, or Radio Dealer, or Radio (Son Francisco). orRadio Age or Boys' Life (or $10.00 for a two-year subscription to one address). No other
premium with this offer.

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
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"We know for a certainty that big
things are just around the corner. We
expect that we shall live to see motion
pictures flashed onto the walls of our
homes. Science may even find a way to
break down food into electrons and trans-
mit them to our kitchens by radio and
there reassemble them for nourishment.
This sounds like the wildest nonsense at
the moment but the radio itself seemed
like nonsense only a couple of decades
ago.

Hopes to Enrich People
"Our hope for radio is that it will make

the people of the United States feel that
they have 'been some place'; that their
lives will be richer, their experience wider,
their appreciation of life more satisfying
because they have been in touch, through
this magic, with the wisest, the most tal-
ented and the most high -thinking folks
of their time.

"We are just beginning to find out
about it ourselves," continued Mr. Ayles-
worth. "But we already know some
things that have human interest. We
know that there were 5,200,000 radio re-
ceiving sets in the country last June,
which means, if you assume five listeners
to every set, a total radio audience of
26,000,000 people. New York State, with
654,000 sets has the most listeners, and
Nevada, with 7,200 sets, and New Mexico,
with 7,800, the fewest. The four cities that
have the largest number of listeners in
proportion to their population are Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and New
York, in the order named.

"So far as we can discover, the male
and the female audience is about evenly
divided. For instance, a recent mail can-
vas conducted through station WEAF
brought 1,943 letters signed by men, 2,190
letters signed by women, and 929 signed
by 'Mister' and 'Misses.' Naturally, the
daytime audience will consist almost en-
tirely of women, though it might surprise
you to know how many offices of busy
executives now have radio sets-a few
minutes of orchestra music with the after -
luncheon cigar before the afternoon grind
begins.

Talks About Sets
"The good sets are now so nearly fool-

proof that almost anybody ought to be
able to get good results from them. How-
ever, here are the three most common
mistakes: (1) Not learning to tune the
set properly so as to shut out 'cross talk';
(2) Forcing sets to produce the last pos-
sible bit of volume; (3) Carelessness in
jarring or dropping what is, of course, a
very sensitive and highly technical piece
of apparatus.

"And here are your five suggestions:
(1) Keep the batteries adequately
charged; (2) Burn the tube filaments at
the specified voltage; (3) Keep antenna
and leadin tight; (4) Keep all connections
tight and clean; (5) Leave the set alone
and call in a competent repair man when
anything goes wrong."

Mr. Aylesworth went to Colorado from
(Concluded on next page)

Dependable "R" Battery Power

100 Volt Edit,. c
Non -Destructive, Rechargeable "B" Battery with
charger. Shipped dry with solution, $12.00.
140 Volt with charger, 517.00.
SEND NO MONEY PAY EXPRESSMAN
Write for our Free illustrated 24 -page

Booklet
SEE JAY BATTERY COMPANY
913 Brook Avenue New York City
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(Concluded from preceding page)
Iowa with his parents as a boy and at
twenty-four was admitted to the bar.
With the formation of the National Elec-
tric Light Association, he was asked to
go to New York as an executive secretary
and there made contacts with Owen D.
Young and others which resulted in his
becoming head of the newest huge in-
dustry of America.

He described himself in his interview
as being one of the exceptions to the
rule that only the most forward looking
young men become successful.

"There are thousands of young chaps,"
he said, "who are looking so hard at
the future they fail to make a dent in the
present. I suppose I used to wonder
sometimes what would become of me, but
how could I plan to become president of
a company operating in an industry that
didn't even exist? All I kept busy at was
doing the next thing that had to be done.

"I started in the old profession, law, and
here I am in the newest business, radio."

More Restrictions
For South Africa

According to a report to the Depart-
ment of Commerce by Floyd E. Sullivan,
Assistant Trade Commissioner at Johan-
nesburg, the Minister of Posts and Tele-
graphs has placed before the House of
Assembly a proposed amendment to the
1926 radio laws as follows :

Any person who sells, gives or in any
manner whatever supplies any valve,
loudspeaker, or telephone receiver for
radio to any person who is not a licensed
listener under this Act shall within seven
days after such supply notify the Post-
master General thereof by written notice
setting out the name and address of the
person so supplied. Failure to comply
with the provisions of this subsection shall
constitute an offense.

BOTH the Melo-Heald Super and the
Ali -in -One set, described in this issue,

possess the distinguished appearance and
supremely accurate tuning that result
from using MAR -CO illuminated controls.
At all good parts dealers. Template sup-
plied makes panel drilling so easy you
can't go wrong!

C
illuminated

CONTROLS
HOW TO BUILD RADIO WORLD'S Four -Tube

Universal Receiver fully described by Herman
Bernard in the March 12, 19 and 26 issues of
RADIO WORLD. Send 45c and get these three
numbers. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street,
New York City.

Byrd Return
Treat to Fans

The several million persons who sat
comfortably in their homes and with the
aid of their radio set followed the tri-
umphal homecoming of Commander
Richard E. Byrd and his crew and pilot
Chamberlin were luckier than those who
went down town to see and hear for
themselves, for they did not have their
enthusiasm dampened by a downpour of
rain.

The listeners followed the progress of
the march up Broadway from the time
the fliers stepped on Pier A until the
official welcome was dissolved by Hector
Fuller in Madison Square.

At Pier A, Graham McNamee who was
announcing at that point, got the aviators
to say a few words to the radio audience.
Byrd was the first to speak, who said:
"Hello, New York, you are giving us a

'fig ua
PARTS SPECIFIED

FOR THE
"ALL -IN -ONE" CIRCUIT

DeJur Condensers, Sockets and Fixed Re-
sistances are always selected by the experts.
Ask your dealer for DeJur products. Write
for new catalog.

DE JUR PRODUCTS CO.
197 LAFAYETTE ST., NEW YORK CITY

RAttIO WORLD'S
QUIICK-ACTliON
CLASSJ1F'1L AilS

io CENTS A W
10 WORDS MINIMUM

CASH WITH ORDER

NEW DE LUXE BST RECEIVER -5 -Tube Set,
resistance coupled audio, built-in C eliminator, gen-
uine mahogany cabinet. Price, $60. Five-day
money -back guarantee. GUARANTY RADIO
GOODS CO., 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.

VALET AUTOSTROP RAZOR-The only razor
that sharpens its own blades. Highly polished,
nickel -plated, self -stropping Valet AUTOSTROP
Razor, with one blade, in velvet lined metal case.
Leather strop especially prepared, and complete
outfit in neat, lithographed carton. Mailed post-
paid em receipt of 50c. SPECIAL: Send $2 for
one-third of a year subscription for Radio World
(yearly price $6), mention this particular ad, and
complete "Pal" set will be sent as a premium.
If already a subscriber, your subscription will be
extended three months. THE COLUMBIA PRINT,
145 West 45th Street, New York City.

LINDBERGH PLANE SPEAKER. Pictures and
explanatory article appeared in Radio World dated
June 25, 1927. Sent on receipt of 15 cents or start
your subscription with that number. Radio World,
145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

THE 5 -TUBE DIAMOND
Fully described by Herman Bernard in

a booklet, with diagrams, including blue-
print, and sent on receipt of 25 cents.
The Diamond is automatically adaptable
to phonograph pickup. RADIO WORLD

145 West 45th St.. N. Y. City.

Be sure to take RADIO WORLD along with you on your vacation,
or read it while you are at your summer home so that you will not miss a
copy; send $1.50 for three months subscription and RADIO WORLD will
be sent to you all summer. RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

great reception." Balchen and Noville
followed with a "Hello." Then came
Chamberlin. He 'said: "Hello-this is
Chamberlin." Finally Acosta said: "Hello,
glad to be back with my friends. This is
Acosta speaking."

See Article in This Issue of

Radio World
on the

MELO-HEALD
ELEVEN CIRCUIT

Certified
Meloformers and Melocouplers
are the radio and audio frequency transformers used In
the Melo-Heald Eleven Circuit described In the Radio Call
Book, Radio World, Radio Meehanies and other magazines
and rrowsnapers all over the country. Are you using them?

Three stages of Ideal audio are
made possible by the Meloformec,
which also renders beautiful repro-
duction without slightest distortion
on as high as four stages. Melo-
formers and Melocouplers are re-
sponsible for the wonderful success
of the Melo-
Ileald (Ereuit
described Inthis issue
of RADIO

WORLD.

4.L.T itTats

1eloormefr

The Melocoupler is a superior typo
of radio frequency transformer, built
with an air core, for specific
service in high powered construc-
tion. Provided In three types: 185
R.5`., 120 R.F. and 160 R.F, Na
kits-buy them separately any piece.

FREE FULL SIZE BLUE
PRINT & PLANS

Dept. R.W.-7
ROBERTSON-DAVIS

CO INC
(Engrs. & Mfrs of Electrical Windings)

412 ORLEANS ST. - CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Gentlemen: Send me Full Sire Blue Prints, Plans

and Specifications of Melo-Heald Eleven Circuit de-
scribed in this issue of RADIO WORLD, and further
particulars on Certified Meloformers and Melocouplers
manufactured by you. There is to be no charge or
obligation.

NAME -

ADDRESS

(Write or Print Clearly)

For Best Results
With the Denton Shielded

MELO-HEALD
RECEIVE

Use Only the

HAMMARLUND
Condensers and Shields

Specified by the Designer
YOUR DEALER SELLS THEM

LIGNOLE
Two -Tone Panel Chosen for Tho Melo-Heald (this
week's issue) and The Twin Eight (last week's Issue)
After a thorough canvass of the field for a front
panel that combined the highest electrical efficiency
with beauty unsurpassed two-tone Lig-note was chosen
for the Twin Eight and the Melo-Heald. The most dis-
criminating radio engineers and designers regularly
choose Lignole, the NEW specially treated wood that
meets all panel requirements.

LIGNOLE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
508 South Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

COMPLETE DETAILS on what ohmage re-
sistances may be used with B eliminators to also
obtain C bias, were given by Frank Logan in the
March 12 issue of RADIO WORLD. Either send
15c for his issue or begin your subscription with
this issue. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St.,
New York City.

COMPLETE LIST OF BROADCASTING STA-
TIONS appeared in RADIO WORLD, dated July
2. 15c per copy, or start subscription with that
number. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St.,New York City.
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Good Back Numbers of

RADIO WORLD
The following illustrated articles have ap-
peared in beck (Issues of RADIO WORLD,
1926-1927

1926
Oct. 9-A Practical "A" Eliminator. by Arthur

H. Lynch. Building the Equamatie, by Capt.
P. V. O'Rourke.

Oct. 16-The Bernard, by Herman Bernard. How
to Box an "A" Supply, by Herbert H.
Hayden.

Oct. 23-The 5 -tube P. C Samson, by Capt.
P. V. O'Rourke. Getting DX on the Ber-
nard by Lewis Winner.

Oct. 30-The Eingletrol Receiver, by Herbert E.
Hayden. Hove to Get Rid of Squeal.. by
Herman Bernard.

Nov. 6-Reduction of Interference, by A. N.
Goldsmith. Variations of Impedarwes. by J.
E. Anderson

Nov. 13-The 9 -tube Hi -Power Set. by Herbert
E. Hayden. A Study of Eliminators. by Her-
man Refined.

Nov. 20-Vital Pointer, About Tubes. by Cant.
P. V. O'Rourke. The 4 -tube Diamond of
the Air, by Herman Bernard.

Deo. 4-The regenerative 5 -tube Set, by COP.
P. V. O'Rourke. The 8 -tube Lincoln Super,
by Sidney Stack.
Winner's DC Eliminator, by Lewis Winner.

Del. 18-Selectivity on One Tube, by Edgar
Speare. Eliminating Interference. by J. E.
Anderson.

Dee. 25-A New Coupling Henke. by J. E.
Anderson. Function of Eliminators, by Her-
man Bernard.

Jan. I, 1927-The 2 Tube DeLune Receiver. by
Arthur H. Lynch. The Twin -Choke Ampli-
fier, by Kenneth Harkness.

Jan. 8-Tuning Out Powerful Locals. by J. E
Anderson. A Choice Superheterodyne, by

Brunsten Brunn. The 2 -Tube De Luxe Re-
ceiver, by Arthur H. Lynch (Part 2).

Jan. I 5-The DeLuxe Receiver, by Arthur H.
Lynch (Part 3) The Simple Meter Test
Circuit by Herbert E. Hayden. The Super-
heterodyne Modulator Analyzed, by J. E.
Anderson.

Jan. 22 --The Atlantic Radiophone feat, by Lewis
Rand. An Insight Into Resistors, by J. B.

Anderson. A Circuit for Great Power. by
Sidney Stack.

Jan. 29-The Harkness KB -27 Receiver (Part it,
by Kenneth Harkness. Use of Biasing Re-
sistors. by J. E. Anderson.

Feb 5--5-Tube, 1 Dial Set, by Capt. P. V.
O'Rourke. The Harkness KR -27 (Part 21.

by Kenneth Harkness. What Produces Tone
quality, by J. E. Anderson.

Feb. 12-Phone Talk Put On Speaker. by Her-
bert E. Hayden. All Batteries Eliminated,

by Herman Bernard. The Harkneas KM -27
Receiver. by Kenneth Harkness (Part 3).
Conclusion,

Feb. (9-The 8 -Tube Victoreen, by Herman Ber-
nard (Part 1.) The Big Six Reeelver. by

Wentworth Wood. "II" Eliminator Problem,
by Wm. P. Lear. The Phaaatrol Circuit. by
Copt P. V. O'Rourke. The 5 -Tube Vietereen,

by Herman Bernard (Part 2). Conclusion.
Feb. 26 -The 5 -tube Diamond In a Phonograph,

by Hood A strakan. flow To Read Curves. by
John F. Rider. Proper Tubes for 5 -Valve
Receiver. by J. E. Anderson.

Mer. 5-Introduction of 4 -tube Universal, by
Herman Bernard. Discussion on DX, by
Capt. P. V. O'Rourke. Sensible Volume
Control, by Chas. Gribben.

Mar. I2-Ten Tell -Tale Points, by J. E. Ander-
son. How To Figure Resistors. by Frank
Logan. The 4 -tube Universal, by Herman
Bernard, (Port .I

Mar. 19-Psycho-Analyzing Circuit, by Thomas
L McKay. The Universal. by Herman Ber-
nard (Part 2). How To Use a Wave Tr..
by James H. Carroll.

Mar. 26-The Universal, by Herman Bernard,
(Part 3). Flow of Current in a Vacuum
Tube, by Radcliffe Parker. Broadcasting Hyp-
notism.

April 2-Facts Every Experimenter Should Know.
by J. E. Anderson. A Ship Model Speaker,
by Herbert E. Hayden. The 3 -tube Com-
pact, by Jasper Henry. The Nine -in -Line
Receiver. by Lewis Rand (Part L

April 9-A 5 -tube Melded Set, by Herbert E.
Hayden. The Power Compact. by Lewis

Winner. The NineIn-Line Receiver, by
Lewis Rand, (Part 2.1

April 16-The Schoolboy's Set, by Wally Frost.
The Melo-Heald 11 -tube Set, by Herbert E.

Hayden. The Nine -in -Line Circuit (Part
31, by Lewis Rand.

April 23-The Melo-Heald Set, by Herbert H
Hayden (Part 2). The Nine -In -Line, by

Lewis Rand. (Conclusion). How Frequen-
cies Are Cut-off, by J. E. Anderson.

April 30-A 1 -tube Portable, by Jasper Jellicoe.
A Ship Model Receiver, by Smedley Fern,
worth. A Double Three Foot Cone, by W.
13. Sinclair.

May 7 --The Adores -Griffin 8 -tube Oct. by Dana
Adams -Griffin (Part 11. A 2 -tube Portable,
by Hood Antrakan. How to Improve Super -
Heterodyne Sets, by John L. Barrett.

May I4-A 9 -tube Portable. by Herbert E. Hay-
den. The Adams-GriMn Receiver, by DanaAdams Griffin. (Conclusion).

May 21-The Vietoreen Portable Receiver. by
Capt. P. V. O'Rourke. A Low -Pass Filter,

by J. E. Anderson.
May 28-The Console Cone, by Thorvald Larsen.

The 9 -tube Reflex by Edgar B. Francis. The
VIctoreen Portable Receiver, by Capt. P. V.
O'Rourke. (Part 21.

Any copy. 15e. Any 7 copies. 51.00. Allthese 32 maples for 54.00, or start subscription
with any issue. Any 7 of these numbers sent as
premium with NEW yearly subscription. Noother premiums allowed. RADIO WORLD, 145West 45th Street, New York City.

Santa Maria Model
Vitalitone Speaker

A new Vitalitone ship model speaker is
now ready for distribution. This is even
more beautiful than the preceding models
and is a realistic reproduction of the flag-
ship of Christopher Columbus, the "Santa
Maria." A spirited illusion of a ship at
sea is produced in magnificent coloring
and the detail of the ship is followed
absolutely.

Another Santa Maria model is available
in antique plain bronze, without color,
which is equally beautiful. The powerful,
well-known Vitalitone unit is used. This
unit is free from rattle or buzzing even
with 350 volt power input. Full informa-
tion on this and other models may be
had for the asking from the Vitalitone

Newest, Finest Cone Development

ACONE Unit, Dustproof,
Weatherproof

Send for Literature
B. C. L. RADIO SERVICE CO., INC.
220 Fulton St. (Catalog Free) N. Y. C.

ACONE =Zone Kit,$12.00

$6.00

Nothing else will do-to insure self-adjust-
ing filament control. utmost tube perform-

ance. longest tube life. Insist on Amperite.
Eliminates hand rheostats. :implifies wiring.
Price 31.10 complete. Sold everywhere. Write for

for Free Radial) Book giving scason'f,
popular hook-ups and con

atruction dnte to
Dept, R. W. 16.
RADIALL CO.
50 Franklin St..

New York

ERITE
7he"SELF:Ab JuSTWG"Rhautat

Radio Corporation, 88 University Place,
New York City.-J. H. C.

Egert Displays Line
Of Ward Leonard

A display may be seen in the window
and store of Wireless Egert, 179 Green-
wich Street, New York City, of a full
line of Ward Leonard resistances of every
kind, for eliminator, power or "ham" use
and for every radio service. The Ward
Leonard products for the coming season
are shown.

Wireless Egert is one of the oldest
pioneers in radio and is widely known and
liked by radio fans and "Hams," and this
display is particularly apropos in his
store as the Ward Leonard Company has
always shown a similar kindly spirit in
its dealings with the public.

Any fan who wants advice on how to
find the proper resistance for any par-
ticular purpose will receive prompt as-
sistance upon application to the Ward
Leonard Electric Co., 31 South Street,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.-( J. H. C.)

Polymet Announces
Metal Resistors

Among the various items which the
Polymet Manufacturing Corporation, 599
Broadway, New York City, have added to
their line is a .new type of grid leak and
resistor known as Poly pure metal power
grid.

These new grid leaks and resistors
differ from any others on the market in
that they are not metallized but pure
metal. This type construction permits a
very high current carrying capacity and
dissipates two and one-half watts to the
square inch. Poly power grids are made
in various values ranging from 5,000 to
100,000 ohms, and /t to 10 megohms.

(New an4 Improved
pposHmAN
kAsTERPIEcE

AT AUTHORIZED
FRESHMAN DEALERS ONLY

BUILD THE NEW Universal, described in the
March 12, 19 and 26 issues. Send 45c for these
copies, or $1 extra for blueprint, or $1.30 for all
four. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street,
New York City.

WATCH EXPIRATION OF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
Subscribers will note that the end of their subscriptions is indicated on the labels

on wrappers. If your wrapper shows a date earlier than the current issue, please send
payment for renewal. Changes in expiration dates on wrappers appear two weeks after
receipt of renewal. PLEASE ALWAYS INDICATE WHEN SUBSCRIPTION IS A
RENEWAL.
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City (Phones: Bryant 0558-0559)

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD
RADIO WORLD 145 West 45th Street, New York City

(Just East of Broadway)

Please send me RADIO WORLD for months, for which

please find enclosed

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Single Copy $ .15
Three Months 1.50
Six Months 3.00
One Year, 52 Issues 6.00

Add $1.00 a Year for Foreign
Postage; 50c for Canadian Post-
age.
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British Engineer Gives
Resistor AF Constants

Philip R. Coursey, chief engineer of the
Dubilier Condenser Company of England,
writes:

"We note that the maximum value for the
anode (plate) resistance in a resistance -
capacity coupling unit in most American
hookups is .1 meg., and that the maximum
value of the grid leak is given as 1 megohm.
We notice also that the capacity for the
coupling condenser is suggested as 1 mfd.,
or even as large as .5 mfd.

"In our research laboratory we have been
carrying out a number of tests occupying a
considerable period of time, to determine the
best values of the components of such a
coupling arrangement, and we find that a
capacity even of the order of .01 mfd. is
rather large for such a unit, as it results
in an uneven amplification over a large fre-
quency band. The usual value which we
use is of the order of .005 mfd.

Have 59 Mu Tube
"We also observe that you state that a

value of 30 for the mu of the valve (tube)
used is exceedingly high, whereas we are,
at present, using a valve with a mu of the
value of 50. However, we would point out
that even using a valve which has a mu of
only 30, we have found a considerable in-
crease of amplification per stage may be
obtained by using a much higher anode
(plate) resistance than you suggest, and a
much higher value grid leak. In our stand-
ard coupling unit, we use an anode (plate)
resistance of 1 meg. and a grid leak of 3
meg.; and although this reduces the anode
current to a very small value, usually 40
or 50 microamperes, on careful test we have
found that it is not necessary to use an
extremely high anode voltage to obtain good
operation. In fact, in the case of the de-
tector valve by means of a resistance-
capacity coupling, anode voltages of the or-
der of 50 to 60 volts are ample, the anode
current being only of the order of 40 or
50 microamperes.

Can Be Duplicated Here
"We think that these figures may be of

interest to you as indicating the values that
are used at the present time in this country
and indicating the results that we have ob-
tained so far with this excellent method of
audio -frequency coupling."

Mr. Coursey's company is one of the li-
censees of the International Resistance Com-
pany of Philadelphia, Pa., and uses the
metallized filament in making its own
resistors which are sold throughout Great
Britain. Hence the corresponding Durham

Why is the Karas Equzunatic the Most
Efficient Receiver Ever Designed?

Write us for Full Information

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.
4039 -GE. No. Rockwell St., Chicago,

25 Cents
Brings ALL THIS!

One Official Blueprint of the Five -
Tube Diamond of the Air

One official booklet describing in detail
how to build this famous set, wind coils,
etc.

Act Now! Send That Quarter to
RADIO WORLD

145 West 45th Street, New York City

resistors, together with the corresponding
Dubilier mica condensers available over
here, and not forvitting the very high mu
tubes now being OWV&I, such as the UX240
and CX340, permit of virtually duplicating
the British in resistance -coupled Al'.

KFUO Church Music
Quiets a Speakeasy

A listener to KFUO, Concordia Seminary,
St. Louis, reported in a letter to the station
that one Sunday evening he was called to
repair a receiving set in a speakeasy. Hav-
ing repaired the radio, he tuned in KFUO,
from which they heard good music and sing-
ing, and then a fine Gospel sermon. In less
than 10 minutes the whole crowd was so
quiet and interested that you could hear a
pin drop on the floor. The correspondent
stated that KFUO certainly effected a re

VITALITONE UNITS
Have Been Recommended and Approved for

Balsa Wood Speaker
INSIST ON RED MAGNET

GENUINE VITALITONE UNITS
At Leading Dealers Everywhere

Vitalitone Radio Corporation
88RW University Place, New York City

BUY

NATIONAL
RADIO PRODUCTS

Fer
Satisfactory and Lasting Results

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
Engineers and Manufacturer.W. A. READY. Pro. MIdea, Mass.

HOW TO BUILD THE
BALSA SPEAKER

With genuine Late Balsa Wood, fully described,including acoustical theory, by H. B. Hermanin the Jane 11 Issue. Send 15e for copy.

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th Street, New York City

2100 intelligent questions

2100 correct answers

Ratings of 62 celebrities

and

THE SUPER -TEST

Series
The second question book

THE VIKING PRESS SSS

Sent, postpaid, for $1.68
THE COLUMBIA PRINT
145 West 45th St, New York

markable change in that establ ishment that
evening.

WABC BROADCASTS THURSDAY
Programs from the Atlantic Broadcasting

Corporation's Studios are now broadcast
over WABC instead of WBOQ for Thurs-
day evenings.

Lata
Balsa Wood
Reproducer
Nature's Sounding Board

Radio's Sensation
Real Tone Reproducer at Last

The full story of this wonderful vibrating
wood that reproduces the missing ele-
ment lacking in every other means of
Sound Reproduction for radio is told by

H. B. HERMAN
in the June Eleventh Issue of

RADIO WORLD

Patented
LaM Balsa Re-
prodm-er Kits are
available in three

sixes:
24" x 13" 55.50
36" x 21" 58.00

" x 24" $10.00
Express Charges Collect

Beware of Imitations
Our reproducers are protected by Patent
No. 1,492,982, which covers a sound -repro-
ducer diaphragm made of Balsa wood,
however constructed.

Information now ready on the new
Lata Balsa Unit priced at $8.00.
Made especially for use with the
Lata Balsa Reproducer. It, how-
ever, is sold separately and makes
an excellent unit for any loud
speaker.

Balsa Wood Reproducer Corp.
331 Madison Avenue New York City

THE BALSA Sl'EAKER
(back view) brings the ar-
tist into your home. Lends
itself to any scheme of dec-
oration. Chintzes, cretonnes,
tapestries, even wall papers
may be used.

Our kits are of genuine
Lata Balsa Wood, especially
treated for radio use by our
own process. Made in three
sizes for any good unit or
with special Lata Balsa Re-
producer Unit created by
acoustic engineers solely for
the LATA BALSA DIA-
PHRAGM.

Easily and quickly built.
Look for the name "Lata,"
the only genuine Balsa
Wood kit. Completely Built
Speakers, with unit at-
tached, may also be had.
Send for price list.

BALSA SPEAKERS
Genuine Lata Balsa Wood Kits

SMALL 55.50
LARGE 58.00

Special Units to drive Balsa Speakers with One results
from $3 to 517. We will build a Balsa Speaker to
your spolfleations Cr size. Shipped anywhere. Get

Anything in Radio
BLAN-the Radio Man

145 East 42nd Street New York Gib
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B. S. T. CONE SPEAKER
Guaranteed to give Satisfaction in

Tone, Volume and Appearance
Adjustable to Volume Desired

18 inches in diameter edged in Gold
Braid, Art Nletal Base can h placed
on highly ixdishetl surface without
danger (if scratching.

insiessihets
Delivery $7.50 Stopped Ousel

'ruse t as-tury

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO. iSS %set 4Stk St Neu Yuri


